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Wins conduct hearing

Convocation speech dotes
on community ,
By Joe Flynn
TNH Staff

By Michele O'Connor
TNH Staff
President Dale Nitzschke
spoke of many different ways the
Universityisdevelopingprograms ·
to improve campus and community life in his speech at convoca- · ,
tion, which played on the theme President Nitzschke speaks during Convocation
"Excellence Through the Com- photo).
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..........----'"""---..........
munity."
"Itistimetorekin dleoursense

ceremonies yesterday (Nathan Bolster

Freshman Camp was triumphant Wednesday, earning the
privilege to increase the number
of students who participate in the
program.
After forcing Camp to reduce
its size last year, the Student Organizational Conduct Board (SOCB)

Wednesday gave Freshman Camp
----.....-.----------------.......J permission
to increase its size by

;~s:~::::~~ ~i:s~~c:~~
convocation address as president
of UNH.
Nitzschkesaidh ismainconcern is how higher education is
viewed by the public. The public
has a low opinion on higher education, acco~ding to Nitzschke.
Nitzschke said he wants to
unite the campus and the com munity in order to establish a better
relationship between the University and the public. In the paH,
institutions were looked up to for
leadership, said Nitzschke. Now.
he said, the public feels the institution needs to be led by the
community. Nitzschke wants to
changetheseviewsbystartingwith
UNH.
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Lambda Chi Alpha faces court date
said they doubt the violations will
lead to eviction.
Hoffman said the fraternity
needs to fix a number of violations
that are common in the Greek
System. However, fire doors are
now the main problem.
"Infires,compartmentalizing
is key to holding back the fire. If
doors are left open then the fire
spreads into the hallway, then you
not only have the fire, but the
smoke as well," said Hoffman.
"We 're almost done," said

Asaresultofsanctionshanded
down from SOCB last year,
FreshmanCamp wasforcedtoreduce its size. The number of camp
counselors went from more than
100 in previous years to 25 this
year, according to Jay Krupp, a
camp executive. The number of
students allowed to participate in
this year's camp was restricted to
75. Previous years have seen more
than 300 students attending camp,
Krupp said.
The SOCB ruled in the fall of
last year that Freshman Camp
violated three university regulations,stemmingfrominstancesthat
occurred during Camp's 1990
session.
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Fraternity must make repairs to its house
By Winifred Walsh
TNH StafT
The UNH fraternity Lambda
Chi Alpha was given notice by the
Durham Fire Department to either
fixfiredoorsinit shouseorfacean
Oct 22 court date.
"We're doing this out of concern for the brothers," said Deputy
Chief Mike Hoffman. "We don't
want to get called out there at 3
a.m. in the morning and have more
bodies than body bags. That could
definitely happen there with the

way things are now."
Lambda Chi Alpha has two
weeks before its court hearing to
make the repairs. If the repairs are
made. the court date will be
dropped. said Lambda Chi Alpha
President Michael Cobosco.
However. if the repairs are
not made, Hoffman said Lamela
Chi Alpha will have to go to court.
where it will be fined and a court
order will be issued. If the violationscontinue,thefraternitycould
eventually be evicted from the
building, he said.
Both Hoffman and Cobosco

25
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UNH professor watches the drama
of the Soviet coup unfold firsthand
. By Helen Stock
TNH Staff
Barrett Rock, a UNH associ~ ate professor of earth, oceans and

, space/forest resources, witnessed
history this summer.
Coup leaders a few weeks ago
meant to return the Soviet Union
to strict Communism; instead they
penetrated past the passivity of the
Soviet people in what some are

calling the second Russian Revolution.
In the words of Dr. Rock, the
incident is "incredible irony."
He and four American colleagues were returning to Moscow from Krasnoyarsk, Siberia on
Aug. 19. They had just concluded
a Soviet-American cooperative
study of air pollution damage.
Suddenly they were eye witnesses
to history. Firsthand, they saw
widespread opposition to the at-

tempted coup against Mikhail
Gorbachev.
Two distinct moods permeated Lenin Prospect and nearby
October Square in the course of
their 24-hour stay, according to

Rock.
He said when the five
Americans arrived at their hotel in
the late afternoon, the area had a
"heavy feeling."
Rock said he and his colleagues saw tank and troop

ROCK, page 15
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Keim 's seven points stress responsibility
and roll!"
He went on to comment on the
Greek system's 11 point system,
which is coming up for review on
It's time for Greeks to accept Dec. 4, urging the students to make
responsibility for their actions, ac- their voice heard.
cording to Will Keim.
"This is your chance to have
Keim.a campus minister from input on this document," he said.
Oregon State University,addressed "If you don 'tmake your own rules,
responsibility and other Greek is- the University is going to make
. sues to a packed Strafford Room them for you."
Thursday afternoon.
Keim explained that 25 years
"My goal is to help students ago, the number one problem in
make informed choices," Keim schools was chewing gum. Today,
said.
that problem is drugs and substance
Such was Keim's aim when abuse. "It's too late to go back," he
he stepped up to the podium to said, addressing the issue as condiscuss the theory of "Animal cerning Greeks, "but not too late
House."
for you guys to go forward."
Keim has spoken at more than
".I want you to accept your
500 campuses across the United responsibility as adults, to say what
States. He has spoken not only on you mean, do what you say, and
Greek issues, but on other issues when you don't, admit it," Keim
including residential assistant said.
programs.
Keim we~t over seven points
Betsy Parente, assistant di- with the students, describing them
rector of Student Activities. de- as "things I want you to do."
scribed Keim as a "dynamic
Number one, he said, was to
speaker," and said the reason for study, telling students to go to the
bringing Keim to UNH was be- library and prepare themselves for
cause Student Affairs "thought it the competition they'd face in the
would be a real positive lecture." "real world."
And dynamic was exactly the
Number two, exercise at least
word to describe Keim, as he be- one hour daily, dividing time began with the words, "Let's rock

By Kimberly O'Brien
TNH Staff

tween the physical and mental side,
to prevent stress.
Three, make friends. Keim
stressed the impoftat!ceof making
the Greek system multi-cultured,
and to take anyone that would live
according to the Greek principles.
Four, be sexually responsible.
Five, to not get started or stop
usingdrugs. "Welivedrug-freein
the Greek system," Keim said.
Six, responsible use of alcohol, including not putting pressure
on others to drink.
And finally, number seven.
"Love one another, and love yourself," he said, ''The one person
youcan'tfoolinlifeisyou. You're
standing on the brink of the best
time in your life."
UNH senior Art Wilkinson,
president of Kappa Sigma, described Keim as "inspirational."
"I believed what he said; he
talked on our level," said Venita
Gatta, a sophomore in the sorority
Alpha Zi Delta.
Jim Bello, president oflnterFraternity Council, summed up
the program. "I hope it'll get
people thinking. I hope people
will see that there's a message
behind what he has to say. The
ballismoving. We'vegottolearn
Will Keim addresses a packed house (Clayton Gould photo).
to self-regulate ourselves;"

Huddleston remains open as a dorm
Fire Department, thelargekitchen Huddleston as a housing ,option
facilities serving the dining hall in was a special precautionary meathe wood-frame structure means sure.
"ltwouldbeniceatsomepoint
there is a "higher potential for a
if
The unexpectedly high freshthey
can go ahead and pull people
fire start."
man enrollment has required the
out,
but
the building certainly exAzzi said Huddleston had not
administration to reopen
ceeds
the
state fire code/' Hoffman
been closed because of fire code
said.
"I'm
really pretty impressed
Huddleston Hall as a residence
violations found by the Fire Dehall, after closing it last spring in
actually
that
housing picked up on
partment, but by a decision made
the name of safety.
a
number
of
these issues."
by several departments to remove
Huddleston was removed
According
to Barbara Paiton,
residents from what is a potential ,
from residence hall status last year
director
of
Housing
and Conferrisk.
because of fire safety concerns
ences,
the
decision
to close
Hoffman said he had insince it is the only building on
Huddleston
was
influenced
by the
spected Huddleston over the
expectation
campus that houses both students
that
the
incoming
summer and found it met fire safety
and large kitchen facilities for a
standards,
so
removing freshman class would be smaller
than in past years. Paiton said predictions ranged from 1,800 to _2,200
freshmen choosing to attend UNH,
and because of the smaller number
of students needing housing, the
spaces in Huddleston would not
be needed.
Paiton and Stan Fish, dean of
Admissions, both highlighted the
economy and the Gulf War as factors behind the predictions of a
low freshman class. Fish said many
parents had lost jobs and had expressed concerns about education
expenses. Paiton said the GulfWar
had lowered the freshman projections because "if the war continued for a fairly long period of time,
there was talk of perhaps reinstiHuddleston Hall serves as both a dining and residence hall (Amy Kinsella photo).
tuting the draft."

By Ed Puffer
TNH Staff

dining hall.
However, predictions of the
size of the incoming freshman class
were inaccurate, forcing the administration to search for more
space to house extra students.
Victor Azzi, associate vice
presidentofCampusPlanning,said
reopening Huddleston is a temporary measure to alleviafe this year's
housing shortage. After this year,
the administration will again remove Huddleston 's residence hall
status.
According to Mike Hoffman,
deputy fire chief of the Durham

Nearly2,500 incoming freshmen requested on-campus housing, according to Paiton, and the
administration was faced with
providing housing to approximately 200 more students than
expected. The housing surplus had
suddenly become a housing shortage.
Lori Phillips, a freshman now
living in Huddleston, was aware
of the housing shortage but had
not been worried because "they
(housing) said they would try to
squeeze us in somewhere." ,
When the search for more
space began, Huddleston Hall was
one option of several. According
to Paiton, approximately 55 twoperson rooms on campus were built
up to triples.
Study lounges could be turned
into temporary living spaces, but
Chesney said it had been tried in
the early 1980s and described it as
a "nightmare" for everyone involved.
Azzi mentioned the possibility of housing students in UNH
properties off-campus, but said the
idea had been dismissed because
restoration would be too costly
and the properties are too remote
from campus.
When the Huddleston idea
HUDD, page 15
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UNH students and faculty question SATs
By Pat Cline
TNH Staff
The controversy over the predictive value of the SATs in college
performance and the significance
ofdeclining scores, both nationally
and locally, has not escaped the
UNHcampus.
"I think they're almost
worthless," said senior Tom Morse,
an English major from Boston,
Mass.
So many factors determine
how well or poorly a student does
on the SATs, Morse said.
The recession and the Gulf
War may have influenced SAT
scores for some students last year,
according to Stan Fish, Directorof
Admissions.
However, this testing instrument is well regarded, Fish said.
Richard Barton, assistant
professor of Education agreed. "I
have a lot of faith that they (Educational Testing Service, creators of
the Sats) spend a lot of time developing that test. They're getting
a good measure... I'm not sure

what it's a measure of."
The SATs "may be a way of
keeping our own admissions in
check," said Walter Eggers, provost and vice president of AcademicAffairs. Thereare "not many
objective measures of evaluating
the freshman class," said Eggers.
This may be one, though previously there "was terrible bias in
the test," said Eggers.
However, GPA (grade point
average) might be a better predictor
of college success, said Barton.
Courses are cornerstone of the
admission process, said Fish. The
average UNH freshman has had
four years of math, three years of
science, and two years of foreign
language at the college preparatory
level, said Fish.
This seems to support senior
psychology major Adam Ginman 's
experience. "I think it depends on
the high school," said Ginman,
who is from Geneva, Switzerland.
"When I went to high school it was
in Europe and they had college
level classes for junior and senior
years."

"Consequently, I received
only above average grades and
was ~ccepted for spring (rather
than fall), Ginman said, "and I
have a 3.4 cum. They might have
let me in with the rest of my
freshman class but I think they
didn't look at the context in which
I was receiving my education."
said Ginman, from Geneva, Switzerland.
"My problem is that I have
trouble talcing exams. I didn't see
it (SATs) as representing my intelligence," said Paige O'Brien, a
junior Leisure Management major
said.
There appear to be many
definitions of aptitude, said Fish.
The SAT is a test of "developed
learning skills, " he said.
Why do UNH students think
SAT scores are declining?
"People are less into
them, "said Brooke Brown, a junior English major from Concord. .
It is am ultiple choice test and "not
an accurate judge of knowledge,"
said Brown.
·
"I think part of the education
system is slipping a little bit,"

Brown said. "I don't think a lot of
teachers really teach you how to
study."
Too much tenure for teachers,
not enough money spent on education and the quality of teaching
are the reasons for school decline,
said Kevin Moran, a junior English
major from Adams, Mass. "I basically didn't have to think through
high school," said Moran.
But there could be a million
reasons for dropping scores, according to Barton. A drop of one
to five points in a year is not reason
for concern, Barton said. What is
worrisome is "the fact that consistently dropping from year to
year" might mean something, said
Barton.
The SAT is "tapping different
populations," said Barton. He said
he did not know if bad economic
times bring a decline in scores or
if relationship exists between low
scores and poverty.
In a press release distributed
on Aug. 27, 1991, Donald M.
Stewart, president of the College
Board that sponsors the SATs, said
that there is a "disturbing pattern

of educational disparity" in academic preparation.
"You can get an almost perfect score if you practice enough
on the math section," saidMichael
Cullinane, graduate math student
from Portsmouth, N. H.
"Proof of this is all the successful test preparation services,"
said Cullinane.
There is too much "cookbook
math" and not enough "conceptual
math" as is really required on the
SAT, said Cullinane.
The new standards in math
may help alleviate this problem,
said Cullinane.
"I think that you can really
study for them. I went up about
100 points on the math part. I just
took harder math courses," said
Ginman.
With practice you get better,
said Eggers.
Self-help books are not that
helpful Barton said. Individual
coaching works the best according
to Barton. One of Barton's students
gained 100 points on the math
section after coaching, said Barton.

Student ·protects and
serves the community
By Tracy Miller
1NHStaff

David Emanuel, sophomore, works with the Durham Fire
Department (Amy Kinsella photo).
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"You could be out with someone,-or be busy, and you have to
go," Emanuel said.
From March to August
Emanuel said he was called in 13
times and received pay for each
time he was called in. In accordance with his on-call work, he is
required to attend two meetings
per month to keep in training.
There are not many openings for students at the Durham
Fire Department because most
students do not have the qualifications.
Emanuel said
he plans to take a regional test for
the Exeter Fire Department on
Sept 25, and with his qualifications
he could be hired at any time.
Although he is taking the test now,
he plans to finish college and
pursue a career in NH poiitics,
because he feels the pay is not high
enough alone.
"It's a lot of fun to work with
peopleanditisalotoftime, but it's
what you make of it," Emanuel
said.

P-u.t i.:n your 2 ¢ worth_
~ Wri.te: a letter to the editor or
to the F oru.m._

C ~~~-----=

The Durham Fire Department
has a UNH student helping to keep
the town safe this year.
David Emanuel, a UNH
sophomore, is once again working
for the Durham Fire Department.
Emanuel worked with another
UNH student last year, but this
year he is the only UNH,student
employed by the department.
However, working with fire
departments is nothing new for
this student, who also works for
the Stratham Fire Department, and
has been interested in fire departments since the Boy Scouts.
The Durham Fire Department
employs qualified UNH students
to work on-call throughout the year.
In order to become an actual fire
fighter, there are many classes a
person must pass.
''They need to be certified for
liability reasons," said Ronald

O'Keefe, assistant chief of the
Durham Fire Department Some
students are trained in medicine,
rescue, and search, but these are
only the minimum requirements
to become a fighter. Minimum requirement courses are offered
twice a year on an eight week term
with 40 hours of class time per
week.
To achieve maximum qualifications, students must take three
fire fighter courses, a hazardous
materials course, and fire officer
certification training. These
courses can be taken at training
centers throughout the state and
are transferable to college credit.
Emanuel is "very valuable
to the Durham Department," according to O'Keefe because he
has maximum training.According
to Emanuel, the Stratham Fire
l,)epartment paid between $1,000
and$1,500totrainhim. InDurham
he is an on-call worker. The department calls Emanuel when they
need backup. And calls come in at
anytime.

C1~~~~~
Students value and favor Air
Force and Army ROTC program
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 20, 1991

sciences and engineering majors
need a 2.75 GPA for eligibility.
"I've always been interested
in the anny," said freshman Steve
Droste. "I would do this even if I
didn't have the scholarship."
The recent war did not shy
Freshman Phil Reuss away from the
Army. "Desert Storm showed organization in the armed forces and how
important it is to have armed forces,"
said Reuss.

nication skills. The freshmen and
sophomores take a one-hour introduction class taught and run by the
juniors and seniors. The class,
Despite the Gulf War, enrollknown as the leadership lab, teaches
ment this year increased in both Air
military skills such as marching and
Force and Army ROTC programs
infantry patrols. ·
at UNH. Army enrollment increased
There is no basic training exby 20 percent, and the Air Force
cept for a six week "advance camp"
has seen the largest freshman class
between the student's junior and sein three years.
nior year. There is also no commit"Economic factors have
ment for the students until their juncaused students to stay
ior year, so students may
away from more exenter this program until
pensive universities
the spring semester of
such as those in Mastheir sophomore year.
sachusetts and has
The program has about
drawn them toward the
a 40 percent drop out
state schools," said
rate.
Army Capt. Thomas S.
"As you get into
Vandal. ''Desert Storm
the program, what you
has helped to show the
put into it is what you
military in a positive
will get out," senior Air
light and it has given
Force cadet Renee
ROTC programs some
Carter said. "This is just
publicity.''
a great career opportuMany of the canity."
After graduadets in the program are ROTC cadets attend classes (Amy Kinsella photo).
on a scholarship, action, students are comcording to Vandal. If a
mitted forfouryears and
student is on scholarship, the govSenior Rob Clark said the they enter the military as a second
ernment pays either $8,000 or 80 scholarship motivated him to stay lieutenant officer.
·
percent of the student's tuition per but was not the main reason he signed
According to Air Force Captain
year. All scholarship students re- up.
T. R. Morgan, probably the most
ceive $450 a year for books, $350 a
Senior Christy Sallies, who is important fact is there is no stereoyear for miscellaneous fees, a $100 not on the scholarship program, said typical ROTC cadet. "There are femonthly allowance.
she is very enthusiastic about the males, Greeks, students involved in
To receive a scholarship from Army ROTC. n1 never ever thought University sports, and a wide varithe Army, the student must have a I'd do something like this, but now ety of ethnic groups," said Morgan.
2.5 GPA, and maintain a2.0 GPA to when I graduate I'm hoping for ac"If you have any inclination to
keep the scholarship. To receive a tive duty," Sallies said.
find out what the Army is all about
scholarship from the Air Force, a
Vandal said the ROTC program just take the course (leadership lab)
liberal arts student must have a 3.0 teaches leadership and oral commu- you '11 find out that we 're just normal
GPA to be eligible. Students in the
people," Vandal said.
By Josie Hallinan
TNH Staff

Center offers support for women
By Winifred Walsh
TNH Staff

Organization was not a key to
the Women's Issues Resource
Center's open house Tuesday night
It was designed, or more appropriately, not designed, to make people
feel at ease when coming into the
center.
"A lot of people get intimidated because they think they don't
have the right political views," said
Melissa Raphael, a core-member
of the center. "I want to make the
center accessible to women and
men on campus, and not just 18 to
22 year olds either. I want people to
feel comfortable coming here."
Of the women who help the
Women's Issues Resource Center
organize speakers, movies and
speak-outs, the most important aspect of the center is that it does just
that, it makes them feel comfortable.
"I identified myself as a feminist

and I wanted a place where I could
come and talk to other women," said
Donna Brownell.
Gloria Houlne,_who stops by
the center occasional) y to talk, said
she would like to get more involved
in the center but finds it hard to find
the time. However, the time she does
spend there helps considerably. "Every time I walk in here I feel like I'm
in a support group. I walk in here and
tell everyone how I'm feeling and
then I feel better and I'm ready to go
on," she said.
Because the center is a collective, thereisnosetpolitical viewpoint
held by the members of the Women's
Issues Resource Center, said
Brownell. "You don't have to have
any certain political views to stop
by," she said.
There is a core membership of
about 10 women who meet once a
week, but no set leader of the group,
said Brownell. She said when people
call the center with questions, the
group as a whole collaborates and

comes up with the answer, not one
person.
Brownell gave an example of a
person calling about the women's
tennis team being eliminated at UNH
this summer. "I told them we'd have
to discuss it and call them back. We
called people up and got some answers. Then we discussed it at the
next meeting and came to the conclusion that getting rid of the team
wasn't discrimination," she said.
The center became funded in
the spring of 1989, but first moved
into their office in the MUB last year,
said Brownell. Since then, they have
been gradually building up their library of books and periodicals, and
hope to start a music library soon.
"We 're more organized than we
were last year," said Raphael. "Last
year we had some really good ideas,
but they fell through because we
didn't have enough structure. This
year we came in and organized the
CENTER, page 15

U.S. May Use Force
To Inspect Iraqi Arms
President Bush ordered Air Force warplanes to prepare
for deployment to the Middle East, where they would
protect United Nations_helicopters inspecting Iraq's
weapons arsenal. This inspection is required by the
terms of the cease-fire, which ended the Gulf War, but
President Saddam Hussein has refused to allow helicopter
inspection of military sites. Bush has not set a deadline
for Iraq to admit the inspectors, but there are signs that
Iraq is backing down, and military force may not be
needed.

Charges Against
Oliver North Dropped
On Tues~y, the judge in the Iran-Contra trial dismissed
all charges against Oliver North. In May 1989, North
was convicted for his involvement in the Iran-Contra
scandal, in which he hdped supply weapons to the
NicaraguanContrasafterCongresshadcutoffallmilitary
aid to them. The conviction was overturned because the
prosecution was unable to prove that the testimony used
to convict North had not been influenced by testimony
North gave while under immunity.

U.S. Will Keep Base
In Phillipines
Although the Phillipine Senate on Tuesday rejected the
renewal of the U.S. lease on the Subic Bay Naval
Station, the American troops there will not be evicted for
at least a vear. President Corazon Aauino has revoked
the eviction notice and called for a referendum to overturn
the Senate vote and extend the lease, which expired
Monday, for another 10 years. The American military
will keep the base at least until next September while the
government prepares for the referendum.

More Fighting In Yugoslavia
Fighting has broken out again between Yugoslavian
government forces and the secessionist republic of
Croatia. A cease-fire designed by the European Community was signed Tuesday, but just hours after the
signing the Yugoslavian air force and army attacked the
Croatian capital of Zagreb with heavy bombing and
artiller}'. There have also been reports of heavy fighting
in many other parts of Croatia. The fighting has killed
more than 450 people since Saturday.

U.S. Refuses To Give
Israel Loan
Secretary of State James Baker said Wednesday that the
United States would refuse to give Israel a $10 billion
loan, needed to house Soviet Jewish immigrants, without Israel's guarantee to stop all construction of settlements in the occupied territories. The U.S. has always
opposed Israel's occupation of Arab land in the West
Bank, Gaza Strip and Golan Hlghts, but this is the first
time it is attempting to use its economic influence to halt
Israeli settlements in these territories. Baker was unable
to reach an agreement in his talks with Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir, and U.S.-Israeli relations are
tense.
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-Health Services
'loses UNH funding
Cuts caused by budget troubles
By Keith Canniff
TNH Staff

Due to cuts in the Student Affairs
budget, Health Services will not receive
funding from UNH this year.
Because of the cut, Health Services
will receive $171,000 less than last year
from the University.
The cut accompanies Health Services' move from a partial auxiliary organization to a full auxiliary. No personnel, structural, or program changes
are planned, according to David Regan,
associate director of Administration and
Planning at Health Services,
Interim Vice President for Student
Affairs Dan DiBiasio said the move was
part of the University's "task to recover
revenue" as a result of budget difficulties. Thecutwaspartofthetotal$541,000
removed from the Student Affairs budget.
As full auxiliary organizations,
DiBiasio said Health Services and the
MUB will have to meet all expenses with
their own earnings, independent of the
University.
In past years, the state partially supplied the funds to the Student Affairs

budget. This year, the state funds for
Student Affairs we~e placed in the University General Fund as part of the
administration's reallocation plan.
· Regan estimated Heal th Services will
have to provide an extra $200,000 for
expenses this year as a result of the loss of
state funds. He said money will come
from the Student Health Fee and other
earnings.
The Student Health Fee was raised
from $200 to $212 this year. DiBiasio
said the fee will not be increased during
the school year.
Regan said whether Health Services
meets its expenses or not depends on the
student enrollment for both this semester
and Spring 1992. He estimated between
10,100 and 10,200 students will pay the
fee. He also estimated a deficit of between $40,000 and $50,000 for the fiscal
year 1992.
The expenses Health Services has to
meet are primarily administrative expenses, such as office supplies, Regan
said.
DiBiasio said he has confidence that
both Health Services and the MUB possess "sound fiscal positions" that will
allow them to maintain the "same level of
Health Services will have to pay for its own expenses this year (Clayton Gould
service" as in previous years.
photo).

,, t

Renovations continue
throughout semester
Construction found across campus
MUB renovations, costing
$700,000, should be completed
by the beginning of November
and appear to be on schedule,
according to Fred Schnur, vice
UNH has a minor facelift in
store for it, according to Victor . president of Finance and AdAzzi, associate vice president of ministration.
Campus Planning.
The McMillan Company is
renovating the MUB basement.
The campus' new look began with the completion of the However, this does not mean the
Gables, a $16.5 million undercompany has control of all the
graduateapartmentcomplex that MUB renovation projects. According to Betsy Haley, assistant
houses 584 students.
Renovations to Smith Hall
director of MUB business, each
have begun, Azzi said. The job will be bidded out separately.
building will be remodeled to
Haley said the MUB Board
provide handicap access, new
of Governors will select specific
plumbing, heating, and a new
furnishings this semester for the
new office and entertainment
electrical system, he said.
The Smith Hall renovations,
spaces. Construction of Hewitt
Hall will begin next summer and
which will increase the number
of beds from 84 to 89, are exis expected to be completed in
pected to be completed next sethe summer of 1993, according
to Azzi. Hewitt Hall, which
mester, Azzi said.
houses the School of Health and
The basement of the MUB
Human Services, will then have
is also undergoing some changes,
a bookstore and access to printAzzi said. The renovations will
make space for student offices, ing services, he added.
Plans for a biological sermeeting rooms, an entertainment
vice center, which is to be worked
· center, and television studios for
on in two years, are being creinstructional TV, he said. The
ated, Azzi said.
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By Tricia Barry
TNH Staff
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Do you think President Bush was
justifed in his decision to prepare
deployment in the Persian Gulf?
Jennifer Labrie
Undeclared
Sophomore

Jennifer Vacca
Education
Graduate Student

Todd Cote
Civil Engineering
Sophomore

"I think he should spend more time
worrying about his own country. I think
he gets off on a power trip with his
foreign policy.
11

"For the most part, yes. He had the
opportunity to make to make the area
less volatile when he was there before
and didn't; so I guess he should do it
now. They made agreements in the armistice after the war and he should
make sure Iraq keeps up to them now."

"Yes, because the United Nations has
every right to expect Iraq to follow thd
guidelines set after the war. President
Bush should be able to use whatever
force he thinks is necessary."

Compiled by Winifred Walsh

I

/

11

Erin Sullivan
Undeclared
Freshman

Man Pappas
Political Science
Junior

Greg Morrison
History/ Math
Senior

"Yes, because he has enough experience with Suddam Hussein to realize
that it's a threat. His success in dealing
with the issue before makes me feel he
knows what he's doing.

"No, because his whoie stance on the
Gulf situation is too short sighted. He
needs to look farther down the road and
look around the comer to where he's
going. If he had done that at this time
last year he wouldn't need to deploy the
planes now."

"Only if it's needed, absolutely needed.
I think it'll cause an uproar because
they'll get all paranoid again. The Iraqis
will get nervous and wonder why they're
·
there."
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Convenience is the key
to Gables' new C-store
Kelly Parker
TNH staff

Area One has Wildcatessen
and downtown. Area Two has
Karl's and downtown.Area Three,
although encouraging a little more
exercise, remains in walking distance of Karl's and downtown.
Students living in Gables, the
new undergraduate apartment
complexes, lack that convenience.
Have no fear, the C-store is
here. The "C" standing for convenience.
The C-store carries everything
from brooms to Captain Crunch
cereal. It's the Store 24 of the
Gables, only it's not open 24 hours
a day.
The C-store, so dubbed by
Ingeborg Lock, director of UNH
Dining, officially opened at 2 p.m.
Monday. It is located in the bottom
of building B of the Gables.
According to Mary Haskins,

CAMPUSI
f J f AGE ) 7

manager of both the Wildcatessen
Sophomore Steve Jones and
and the C-store, the new conve- junior Sean Walters, both residents
nience store is opened Monday of the Gables, shopped at the Cthrough Friday, from 2 p.m. until store for the first time Tuesday
10 p.m. Weekend hours are 10 night. They said they wouldn't
a.m. until 6 p.m. on Saturday and make any big purchases.at the store
10 a.m. until 10 p.m. on Sunday.
because it was too expensive.
Those times are subject to
Shannan Douglas and Patrick
change as well as what the C-store Boodey, both juniors and Gables
carries for products, said Haskins. residents, also shopped at the CShe said she intends to send out a store for the first time Tuesday.
brief questionnaire to Gables' Douglas said it depended on the
residents in about two weeks to prices whether she would frequent
receive some student input.
the new store.
"We '11 change things based
Tom Harrington, a junior
on student demand," said Haskins. shopping at the C-store for the
"It will be a what are you looking second time said, "The prices are a
for kind of concept"
little higher, but its a hassle to go
According to both Haskins all the way downtown."
and Lock, prices at the C-store are
"I like it, it's convenient for
comparable to Store 24, me," said Michelle Poulin, a seCumberland Farms, and the nior and the first cashier ever to
durham market place.
work at the C-store. "I think it will
"It's strictly a convenience store get a lot of business."
and can't operate at supermarket
Haskins agreed with Poulin.
price," said Lock.
"We feel pretty optimistic and think
it will do pretty well."

>
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New Multi-Cultural Department
offers assistance to minority students
By Nicole Desmarais
TNH Staff
-

.

.For some students, getung mvolved isn't easy. UNH now offers
a solution. It's called the MultiCultural Department.
Carmen Buford, the interim director of the Multi-Cultural Department, said all students are told
to use UNH's services but minorities feel prohibited from doing
so.

The students are treated differently because they belong to a
minority group, according to
Buford. She said consequently
these students ieave the University.
The department, located in
Huddleston Hall, offers educational programs and support systems for American students of
color, according to Buford. The
goal, she said, is to increase retention of Blacks, Hispanics,
Asians, and other minorities, and
to help in recruitment.

B L 0

0

research files. All students are
welcome to use these resources.
, Students are also welcome to
attend any events the department
has pianned for its first semester.
These events include Native
American Day, Hispanic Heritage
Week, and Religious Liberty Day.
NativeAmerican Day features
a storyteller and a dancer. It is
tentatively scheduled for Sept 27
in Murkland Courtyard at noon.
The idea of the department
originated last year but did not

D

Maura Putney, sophomore, gives blood with help from the Wildcat and Red Cross
R.N. Gert Johnson (Amy Kinsella photo).

open until this year. A full-time
director will soon be hired, said
Buford.
She said minority students will
be mterv1ewe<1 to ctetermme what
their needs are. Buford said all
students will be sent a questionnaire. Individuals will be interviewed depending on their responses. Theseinterviews,Buford
said, will help shape the
department's format.

D R I V E

Red Cross R.N. Barbara Mall and R.N. Kathy Becht take a break at yesterday's
blood drive (Amy Kinsella photo).
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Negotiations continue between faculty and administra tion
F acuity salaries frozen while talks continue
progress at the moment," said President
Dale Nitzschke, "AAUP and the University system teams are working cooperatively."
Nitzschke said this cooperation is the
When the UNH faculty voted last year
to unionize, some faculty members said best way to have the best contract for both
this decision would be UNH's greatest the administration and the AAUP.
Negotiations are under way on such
downfall. Others said it was about time the
faculty started fighting for the long overdue issues as faculty salary, compensation, the
grievance procedure, and improved workbenefits.
Now, almost a year later, the dust has ing conditions in the areas of faculty parksettled and negotiations have been under ing and recreation.
According to Balling, UNH profesway between the administration and the
salaries are 9 percent less than the
sors'
Association
American
the
of
UNH chapter
of the other New England stateaverage
sincemid(AAUP)
Professors
ofUniversity
Associate professors make
colleges.
funded
July.
assistant professors make
and
less
percent
8
have
salaries
faculty
Right now, all
the New England averthan
less
percent
10
negotiations.
the
of
been frozen because
age.
percent
1.5
a
for
called
This year's budget
""On the average, UNH professors are
salary increase. "We're hoping that through
$4,000 less per year than their
making
per1.5
than
better
negotiations we can do
at the other New England state
counterparts
of
president
UNH
Balling,
cent," said Chris
Balling.
said
schools,"
AAUP and a physics professor.
professors were averUNH
1980,
"In
a
are
salaries
Balling said the frozen
state schools in
England
New
among
age
financial
of
matter of patience, not a matter
of the union's
"One
Balling.
said
salary,"
loss.
slide
downward
this
reverse
to
is
objectives
UNH
Stephen Fan, chairperson of
University's
the
show
to
and
salaries
in
AAUP and a chemical engineering professor at UNH for almost 29 years, said when administration that they have to change
a contract is decided upon, hopefully by the their priorities."
"The University is spending money in
end of the semester, faculty will be compensated for the salary increase they have other areas and we want the administration
to realize that the core of the University is
not received due to the freeze.
Due to the private nature of the collec- the people doing the teaching," said Balltive bargaining process, Balling could not ing. "We want the administration to leave
discuss the fine details of the negotiations. the priority where it was back in 1980."
"It is possible for UNH to return to the
However he said both sides seem to be
England average within two years,"
New
anxious to {!love things along.
"My sense is that we are making good

By Pamela Margaritis
TNH Staff'

said Balling. "Because UNH is so far below
the New England average, we may not be
attracting the influx of younger faculty that
keep the place alive and distinguished
faculty may also be getting better offers
from other schools."
Fan said it's too early to tell how the
faculty feels about the negotiations. "I know
they are anxious to see the discussions lead
to a contract," said Fan.
Fan said faculty support of the union is
higher than it was at the time of last year's
vote, when it was at 54 percent
Out of nearly 600 faculty members, 40
percent have paid the union membership
dues, which are approximately $300. Out
of the 40 percent, 90 members are faculty
who voted against unionization last October, according to Fan.
Membership to the union is completely
voluntary, Balling said. However, as more
faculty members become union members
the union's chance at success will be maximized, he said.
Balling and Fan said that membership
dues are used for legal expenses and professional opinions on negotiations. Dues will
be used to pay for an office and a staff,
which the union will eventually have to
establish.
If both sides can't come to an agreement, membership dues will be used to
advertise "in a loud voice to the public to
present our case," said Balling.
Every month or so, the union holds a
collective bargaining meeting. A representative from each department on campus
reports at the meeting to the union's board
with any concerns his or her department

Nitzschke promotes importance of
higher education for New Hampshire
County. He is scheduled to meet with timpeople," said Nitzschke.
By Lynda Marshall
Phyllis Bennett, associate vice presi- ber producers and two prize-winning dairy
TNH Staff'
dentfor University Relations, said the two- farmers who are graduates of UNH.
''The trips are tailored to meet the
day program at Coos County will begin
In an effort to increase support for the · with a breakfast meeting hosted by needs of the county," said Bennett. "The
University, UNHPresidentDale Nitzschke, Nitzschke. At this time, administrators and purpose of these trips are to show what role
administrative figures, deans and selected academic deans will give a brief presenta- the University plays in the state of New
faculty will visit and conduct seminars tion of the developments in their particular Hampshire and the resources that are available."
throughout the state of New Hampshire for areas.
Nitzschke said academic programs on
the·next year.
Afterward, there will be a question
According to Nitzschke, the Outreach and answer period, followed by the UNH the campus will be held on weekends for
Program, which begins Sept 24 and 25 in panel's presentation. Bennett said the five the "significant others" which include other
CoosCounty, willreachouttoall IOcounties panels in the Coos County presentation are "various leaders throughout the state" such
of the state.
education, economic development, the arts, as the state legislators and University doIts goals, said Nitzschke, include in- municipal services, and health care/com- nors.
The program is also in the process of
forming New Hampshire residents of the munication disorders.
importance of higher education, improving
"The panels express the issues of producing 10 short television spots to be
the rate of students who attend college and concerns and interests of the counties,t' aired on Channel 11, according to Bennett
These spots will range from four to eight
conveying better understanding of the said Bennett
University, as well as increasing its level of
Nitzschke said these panels are aims at minutes and will illustrate what UNH has to
support.
a "broad-based audience" that includes offer. Bennett said the first spot will begin
In addition to the planned workshops, "business and industry leaders, educators, airing Sept. 14 and will focus on the UNH
Art Gallery, located in the Paul Creative
Nitzschke said there will be appearances on the media, and local politicians."
radio and television to further the effort of
In addition to presenting the Arts Center.
''The hope is to reach a broad crossthe program.
University's role in the state through the
"We want to show what a tremendous panels, Bennett said Nitzschke will meet section of the New Hampshire audience
asset the University is to the state and its with individual business owners in Coos with these spots," said Bennett.

a

may have regarding negotiations.
"This gives union members and nonunion members a chance to let us know
what's on their minds," said Fan.
Balling said "sometimes the union isn't
that much fun, but it's worth it when you
can stand up to the administration and say
no to things we wouldn't have been able to
say no to without the union."
"We've refined the situation," •said
Balling. "Now both sides have to agree
before any changes can be made and the
opinions of the faculty can no longer be
ignored."
Joan Tambling, director of Human Resources and the Board of Trustees' representative to the negotiations, said the administration and the union understand each
other and are making progress on many
issues.
Fan said students should know the
faculty is organized and talking to the administration. No matter what happens, the
faculty will remain very much dedicated to
education, Fan said.
"We hope that the outcome will be a
university that pays attention to its faculty,
consequently strengthening the quality of
the university," said Fan.
Balling said, "Students should realize
that collective bargaining is irrelevant to
their lives at UNH and that they will probably never see any difference, but it will be
interesting to watch and see what happens."
, "We won't get all the things we would
like," said Balling. "You don't go into university teaching to get rich_,but you have to
try to minimize economic difficulties."

Enjoy reading
the personals?
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•••••••••••••••• •••
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room 151 in
the MUB and
for only $2
per 20 words
you can be a
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Put in your 2¢ worth.
Write a letter to the editor or
to the Forum.
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'Ifie Wfiittemore Scfioo{
Is accepting Intercollege Trans~er Applications
between September 23 and September 27. Information
and applications are available at the group meetings
schedueled below:
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MUB

Monday, September 23, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 208)
Tuesday, September 24, 9:30-10:00 a.m. (McC 204)
Wednesday, September 25, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 208)
Thursday, September 26,. 9:30-10:00 a.m. (McC 204)
Friday, September 27, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 208)

'Wfiittemore .9Ldvi5ing Center/ !McCon:ne[[
862-3885

!!!STUDENTS!!!

HEY YOU!

AFFORDABLE FITNESS
AT THE SEACOAST'S BEST CLUB

WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN
ALL MY LIFE?

Sign up by October 12, 1991

$99 for Fall Semester

COME BY AND
SEE ME SOMETIME!
.
.
WHERE? STUDENT SENATE MEETING
MCCONNELL 212
WHEN? EVERY SUNDAY, 6:00 PM
WHY?

BECAUSE YOU OWE IT TO
YOURSELF!

(Now through Dec. 3 I , 1991)

Indoor Pool, Aerobics, Reebok Step, Cardiovascular,
Free One-on-Ones, Nautilus, Free Weights,
·_ Racquetball, Wallyba/1 and Lounge

TbeWorkll

246 Route 16
Somersworth

AthletleClall
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
·
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world ...Vlsa® and MasterCard9
. credit cards..... ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNED DOWN BEFOREr

------------------------YES!

1$TUDENT SERVICES,PO BOX 2596,HOLLYVOOD,FL 33022:

vrSAe and MasterCard® the credit cards you
desem: and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-TIJITION-ENTERTAJNM ENTEMERGENCY CASH-TICKE1S-RESTAURANTSHQTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO Btmn YOUR CREDIT RATINGr

GUARANTEEDI
VISA/MASTERCARD

:

NAME----------------

I
I
I
I

ADDRESS . -· - - - - - - - - - CITY _ _ _ _ _ : STATE-ZIP - - -

I
I

PHONE·

I.
I

·

·

. ·S.S.# - - - - - -

NOTE: MasterCard Is a regt.-steml tradematil mMasterCard International. Inc.
Visa Is a reglsteffld tradenark mVI~ USA.. Inc. and VISA lntematlonal

Approval absolutely guaranteed so

______________

l~tVJSA®/MAST~CARD~Credlt

Cards. Endosed find $15 which ts 100% refundable tfnot
approvoo tmmedtately.

SIGNATLmE - - - - - - - - - -
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I
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I
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On campus solicitors
must have permits
By Melissa Bane

TNH StatT
Rumors are flying following the conflict between University Police and
Domino's Pizza on move-in day of this
semester. When Domino's representatives
were asked to leave the dorm due to a
"violation of University policy," students
were left confused and concerned.
When Domino's employees stood inside the dorms and handed out promotional
items, they violated the Administrative
policies and regulations sections of the
UNH Student Handbook. The policy states
that solicitors must obtain a permit from
UNH Police before soliciting on campus.
According to Chief Roger Beaudoin of
University Police, there is nothing different
in the University policy on solicitation. The
only changes involve clarification of the
policy that has always existed at the University.
"We cleaned up the existing system,
hopefully it's more understandable now,"
Beaudoin said.
"Basically no one goes through the

Lynn M. Goss, 18, of Christensen,
Scott D. Dennehy, 19, of Hunter Hall, and
Matthew J. Pirtrusewicz, 19, and Stephen
A. Sinclair, 19, both of Williamson, were
arrested and charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Sept. 12.
Eric Putney, 21, and David R. Proulx,
21, both of Young Drive, were arrested and
charged with criminal trespassing on Sept.
12.
Sean Morris, 23, of Durham, was arrested and charged with driving while intoxicated on Sept. 13.
Chris M. Boynton, 19, of Garrison
Avenue, and Gary R, Wiggin, 20, of Gibbs
Hall, were both arrested and charged with
criminal trespassing and resisting arrest on
Sept. 13.
Lee Ann Kesslew, 20 of Durham; Benjamin E. Lynch, 20, of Durham; Christine
Cocivera,19, of Congreve; Bambi E. Paul,
19, of the Gables; Deanne L. Fabian, 20, of
the Woodside Apartments; Shawn D.
Laidlaw, 20, of Plaisto; and Heather
Sjostrom, 20, of Young Drive were arrested
and charged with unlawful possession on ,
Sept. 13.
Chanz C. Skeffington, 20, of Young
Drive, was arrested and charged with
criminal trespassing on Sept. 14.
Michael Demers, 20, of Durham, was
arrested and charged with disorderly conduct on Sept. 14.

dorm without permission from the residence hall staff, and no one sells anything
on campus without a permit from us,"
Beaudoin said.
Anyone wishing to obtain a permit
must fill out the two-page form at the University Police Department. According to
Beaudoin, the process is relatively simple.
"What we want to know is who they
are, what they are selling and if it's a fair
shake," Beaudoin said. The policy acts as a
defense for students against harassment,
phony salespeople, and scams.
"We're really here to protect their
living environment. What's the most important part of this University? The students," he said.
According to Beaudoin, the University
has not had many problems enforcing the
policy. The main problem is a lack of
awareness.
''They [Domino's] came right over and
were very cooperative and apologetic," said
Beaudoin.
"I wouldn't want people coming
through my house selling things, so why
should they be running through others'?",
said Beaudoin.
·

Kreg S. Doody, 19, of Ashly, Mass.; Sean
W. Dwyer, 19, of Wakefield, Mass.; Jeffrey
S.Price, 19,ofStokeHall;DebraS.Feehan,
18,ofWestford,Mass.; KirstenE. Swenson,
18, of Stoke Hall; Mark Deluca, 20, of
Salem; Jennifer L. Johnson, 20, of Madbury
Road; Steven L. Materazzi, 20, of Stoke
Hall;KeithConley, 19,ofStraffordAvenue;
RachelCaron, 19,ofJessieDoeHall;Marlo
M. Adams, 20, of Scott Hall; Kathy
Doughtie, 19, of Scott Hall; Jacqueline A.
Wade, 19, of Congreve Hall; and Michael J.
Robb, 19, of Concord were arrested and
charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Sept. 14.

:::c:::c:c
If voicing
•
•
your op1n1on
u,ere as easy
as pusfting ·a
•utton, tfte
l'NH Foru,n
page u,ould
explode

Mark A. Miller, 24, of Durham, and
Chris J. Miller, 19, of Pelham, were both
arrested and charged with driving while
intoxicated on Sept. 15.
Christian J. Carrol, 19, of the Gables
was arrested and charged with unlawful
possession of alcohol on Sept. 15.
Brian Young, 19, of Englehardt Hall,
and John Leader, 20, of Garrison Avenue,
were both arrested and charged with unlawful possession of alcohol on Sept. 16.
Adam L. Cohen, 20, of Madbury Road,
and Michael P. Macri, 18, of Madbury
Road, were both arrested and charged with
prohibited sales and hindered apprehension
on Sept. 16.

GO AHEAD.
PUSH l'HE
BUl'l'ONI ·
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LET THE NEW HAMPSHI RE
PUT SOME SPARK IN YOUR
LIFE
ISSUES EVERY TUESDAY
AND FRIDAY ·
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SPINELLI COMPANIES CINEMAS

STRAND 1-2-3
20 THIRD STREET, DOVER
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All KCS faculty receiving computers
Purchase geared toward academic excellence
By Michelle Quinn
Equinox Staff
All full-time faculty members at
Keene State College will have personal
computers on their desks within the academic year if all goes well according to
"The Promise Becomes Reality," a set of
initiatives laid down by Vision 2000.
The college expects to spend
$610,000 on computers foroffice use so the
faculty can begin the application of the
computer network existing on campus,
according to Jay Kahn, vice president for
finance and planning. The main objective
of the project is to help the community
system become more geared toward academic quality.
''The Promise Become Reality''
project initiatives are for the college to
improve its information technology between
1990 and 1995.
The funds supporting this project
originate from the Campus Operating
Budget, the same source that has funded the
recent library automation system, and the
telecommunication network. Now that a
system to link the entire campus has been
put in, the next step is to initiate the application of the system.
Kahn said the faculty must be the
first to understand and develop the networking applications in order for the project
to be successful campus-wide.
"They'll [the faculty] drive the
way we communicate in the future," said
Kahn.
"It's not as if we're forgetting
students in this process, but its essential to
begin to provide the administrative and
academic faculty access first so that the
application can be developed so that when
we actually begin promoting student use
from their rooms to a campus information
system, that in fact there's something for
them to access," Kahn said.
Chuck Thompson. director of the
computer center, said the goal of the project
is to provide every full-time faculty member on campus with a workstation. "Our
goal is to have a computer work station on
every full-time faculty member's desk next
to the telephone because it's an instrument
of communication as is the telephone."
Thompson said that there is not enough
available funding to provide personal
workstations to part-time faculty members.
"One of the confusions is that the
published information hasn't been accurate.
rm concerned that we have developed
expectations that are more beyond what we
really intend to do," said Thompson.
There are many anticipated .potentials for the network, including the
transmitting of graphics, and a campuswide electronic ID system. He also said
that the class rosters of the future may have
not only names, but computerized photos
of each student as well.
Thompson said that he can see

students in the future sending work to their
professors· files to be critiqued, and then
sent back to them. He said we will probably
be able to see that occur by next fall, and
even more so by fall of '93.
The Finance and Planning Department has received positive feedback from
professors across campus that such a project
is much overdue.
Kahn said it is pertinent that faculty
members are offered a training program to
assist them with the new computers and the
networking system. He said it would be
most advantageous to offer training to faculty during the Christmas Break, when the
campus atmosphere is less hectic. Computer
training had previously been offered to the
faculty during Christmas and Spring breaks
and approximately 100 staff members attended each session.
The various campus academic departments are currently defining their computer needs, according to Kahn. A fairly
accurate account was also made by taking an
inventory to verify which areas ~e without
computers, and which areas have outdated
equipment.
The Academic Computing A<;fvisory Committee has been the main line of
communication between the various academic departments on campus and the other
participants in the project, and has made an
annual report to President Stumick of the
faculty's computer needs. The group consists
of two members from each academic department, and the co-chair is Jerry Jasinski,
professor of chemistry.
After a consultation with the Budget Advisory Committee and Technology
Integration and Network Committee (TINC),
also co-chaired by Jasinski. the Planning and
Financing Department proposed a request of
$612,000 for the project to the University of
New Hampshire System Board of Trustees
in June. Although Keene State has not yet
received the funding from the University of
New Hampshire System Board of Trustees,
it has received permission to move forward
on the plans.
The school will be implementing
the program in two steps. The first step will
be to improve faculty workstations, the
second will be to replace some outdated
equipment that was purchased in 1984. Both
stagesoftheprojectwillcostabout$300,000.
Although the project is near to being underway. Kahn said President Stumick
must still approve the plans being made by
the various academic departments of the
college. Kahn said the school must be very
cautious while making this decision because
it is such a financially costly one. Kahn said
the computers will be phased in, as opposed
to purchasing them all at once, and that it will
be necessary to prioritize who will be receiving workstations if the allotted budget is
found to be insufficient
The school will tit purchasing a
combination of Macintosh and IBM computers, to please both types of computer fans
on the faculty staff. The purchased models

must be compatible with the existing network, however. They must have a specified
memory capability, and must be able to
accept an Ethernet card, which would allow
workstations to communicate to the network.
The approximate price of each
workstation will be $2,000-$3,000, and they
will be bought on a lease-purchase program.
A very basic package will be purchased for
each workstation, and special options such
as graphics would have to be paid for by the
academic departments.
Kahn said one of the most important parts of the communication system is
the quality of the printers. Thompson said
the school is currently aiming to provide
one laser printer for every ten faculty
members. However, if the cost of laser
printing continues to decline, the figure
may adjust to one laser printer for every
eight faculty members.
Thompson said the Macintosh LC
has been chosen as opposed to the Macintosh II, which is more expensive, or opposed
to the Macintosh SE, which is more difficult
to hook up to a network, has a smaller screen
and has a slow processor. The Macintosh
LC was a perfect compromise, he said.
Apple computers have a set discount for al~ colleges contracted with the
company after 1984. This discount is also
offered to students, and Thompson said that
the offer is a better discount than could'be
found at any store. Students can call a
special 1-800 number to take advantage of
the offer.
Although the school will be purchasing only two types of computers, it is
not trying to promote the usage of Macintosh or IBM, Thompson said. What the
school is trying to promote, is the creation
of a professional workstation and the ability
to communicate.
There has been a lot of expression
by the student body that there are not enough
computers on campus for student use.
Thompson said students should take their
own responsibility for word processing, and
that the main use of the school computers
was the computers in Butterfield Hall for
Graphic Arts and the IBM computers in
Elliot for journalism majors.
"Computing is becoming more and
more part of the academic experience. We
could double the number of student computersandstillfacepeak times when students
would not be able to get to a machine. "We
don't have that kind of funding within our
operating budget to guarantee every student
access to a computer when they need it,"
said Kahn.
According to Thompson, a poll
taken two years ago showed that lOOpercent
of all off-campus students had access to a
computer, either by having their own, or by
having access to a friend's computer. A poll
taken three years ago showed that 60 oncampus residents owned a personal computer. and 200 residents were found to have
computers last year. Thompson said he
expects that figure to continue to grow.
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Wednesday's ruling will allow Freshman Camp to increase
its size to 40 counselors and 100
freshmen participants.
"It was an excellent review,"
said Barbara Brueggemann, associate dean for Student Affairs. "It
(the review) went smoothly."
Brueggmann said she thought

both the representatives from
Freshman Camp and the members
of the SOCB were satisfied with
Wednesday's ruling.
The increased numbers were
close to what camp members had
requested, according to Krupp.
Camp had requested a staff of 40
counselors, he said. "We felt that
we were understaffed."
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•Lambda Chi Alpha fixes up
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From page 1
Cobosco. Lamela Chi Alpha will
have to sink some money into the
house, but then it will be as good as
new, said Cobosco.
Cobosco said he remembers a
film shown by Hoffman to members of the Greek System presenting the necessity of fire doors.
"They had two houses, one
with fire doors and one without
fire doors," said Cobosco. ''They
set them both on fire, and the one
with the fire doors burned a lot
slower; they give you a lot more
time to get gpt."
Lambda Chi Alpha, realizing
the danger of leaving the violations unchecked, has been in the
process of repairing the doors and
other fire violations for the past
year, said Cobosco. However, because of financial problems, the
repairs have been delayed.
''The main problem was that
wedidn'thavemanypeopleliving
here over the summer, so the rent
wasn't coming in," said Cobosco.

"But now that everyone's back our
financial status is fine."
· Another problem Cobosco
cited was the cost of the repairs
needed. "We had to put in a new
sprinkler system and some doors.
Doors cost a lot of money, especially main doors," he said.
Hoffman said he realizes the
:'.:!?)()\ ]])\ -;,/<::: i\i-::::::::::::-::::::: "-'.;'.:\ :t(:?\
difficulty the fraternity has had ::::: :-: :-:-: :__::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : :_ :\?=?=?I ? ?:t>:::?/\?? : :://?? :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::-:::::::::::::: ::::::::-:-:::: :: :, :-:-,-- ,,-,-:: :-: :::::/ :::/;::::: :;(:\:::::::::::::::::::;::: : :::::+:::: ::;_;:::::::=::::-:-,-:-:-,-,_/'/:-:-,:-,-,-:-:-,-----:getting the money to pay for the
repairs, but that it must make the
repairs for safety reasons.
''This will force them to make
the repairs, they've been outFrompage4
standing for quite some time. They
might not have the money, but
Once the topics are chothat's better than having broken first semester within the first week
sen it is time to run out and find
of school."
doors," said Hoffman.
Ofall the speeches, films, speakers, talk to them about the
The doors are broken because
of the amount of use they get, said oral history projects, speak-outs subject, and get people to put up
Cobosco. There are 20 people and vigils organized last year, the flyers. "It'sreallyeasytogetthings
living there, and that fact, com- event everyone still talks about is done," said Brownell. "For the
bined with the number of guests "Women Artists No Longer movies you just go out and rent the
who visit the house means the main Anonymous". "It was a safe stage movie. Plus, our business manager
doors are constantly being opened for women who might not want to is very organized."
Technically the center is
get up and perform in bars," said
and closed, he said.
=~=====~=~============= --. Raphael. "A place where anyone there to help women and men with
could get up and do something." gender .issues, said Raphael. Ilana
"We had music. Every Redstone, a member of the center,
kind of music," said Brownell. said the issues commonly found at
"Folk music, pop, heavy metal. UNH deal with sexual harassment
People read poetry, and we had This includes verbal and physical
two women do a collaborative harassment, she said, but it can
also be the general way people are
painting on stage."
The schedule of events treated.
Membership at the
for this semester includes everything from a discussion on Women's Issues Resource Center
women's spirituality to an auto- is almost completely composed of
maintenance workshop. To come new members, said Raphael.
up with ideas, Brownell said they "Everyone from last year, except
made a list of programs done last for maybe two people, graduated."
The new members lack
year and then sat down and
nothing when it comes to enthusibrainstormed for new ideas.
The bottom line on what asm though. "I've only been to
was chosen, however, was inter- three meetings," said Sarah
est, said Brownell. "Everybody Landolt. "So far it's been fun, fun,
was given a topic to run and it was fun! I'm really excited about this
basically what people were inter- year. It's challenging and I'm
getting support from the people
ested in running."
here."

•The Women's Resource Center
provides comfortable atmosphere

Hodd remains open to residents
Frompage2
surfaced,Azzi and others discussed
it with Durham Fire Chief Robert
Wood. "We agreed that it was not
a fire safety issue, and that we
could in fact re-inhabit those
rooms," Azzi said. "If he (Wood)
had had one iota of concern, we
would not have put students there.
"None of us, whether the Fire
Chief or me or anybody else at the
University want our students or
any of our people in an unsafe

situation. So we have been assured
that it is a safe situation," Azzi
said.
Kristin Goss, a freshman living in Huddleston, considers the
residence hall to be safe and had
been m~re concerned about getting a room. "I'm just happy that
we have a place to stay."
Phillips and her roommate,
freshman Megan Davis, had noticed that Huddleston does not have

a sprinkler system. Hoffman said
the recent sprinkler law does not
apply to older buildings such as

Huddleston, but UNH is outfitting
some ol<1;r halls with sprinkler
systems. This summer, UNH put
sprinkler systems into Hetzel,
Hitchcock, Devine, and Randall.
"I don't look around and say,
'Oh, my God, this place is so unsafe!"' Davis said about her living
space. "It doesn't really faze me."
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LOCAL AREA EVENTS
Newmarket

Introduction to Buddhism Retreat

Children's Museum Activities

Recycle Day, Sept. 20. Fall Designs, Sept. 21. Fall Designs(l-5 p.m.), Sept. 22. Leaf
Printing, Sept. 24. Paper Bag Puppets, Sept. 25. Fish Printing, Sept. 26. Stencils, Sept. 27.
Activities around the clock from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Children's Museum of Portsmouth,
280 Marcy St. Call 436-3853.

The Aryaloka Buddhist Center will conduct a residential weekend retreat Friday Sept. 20
through Sunday Sept.22. Heartwood Circle. '- $75 for registration. Call 659-5456.
Festival linking ecology with Social Justice

_: Portsmouth

The New Hampshire Seacoast Seasons of Change Committee will sponsor a coffee house
Sept. 21 at 7 p.m. Music by Paul Balcer and Ulises torres is featured. Unitarian Church, 292
State St. Tickets $6 donation at Atlantic Video or at door. Call 431-4119.
Live music

Music at the Codfish

the New Hampshire Seacoast Seasons of Change Committee will sponsor a concert Sept.
D.A.B., Sept. 20 and 21. Mark Lucas and Natalie Brown (5-8 p.m.), Sept. 22. Rick Watson,
21 at 9 p.m. Featured will be Gandhi's Lunchbox and Fly Spinach Fly. Greenleaf Woods.
Sept. 22. Ernie Osborn, Sept 23. Uncle Moxie, Sept. 24. Timothy Phillip, Sept. 25. Son
Tickets $5 donation to fight hunger and social injustice in the U.S. and Central America.
Severence, Sept. 26. Even Steven, Sept. -27. The Codfish, top of the hill. Call 431-8503.
Age 21 and over. ID required. Call 431-4119.

Music at the Pressroom
Stan Moeller and T.S. Balcer, Sept 20 and 21. The 16 piece Branch Saunders Big Band, Sept.
22.Jim MacDougall, Sept. 25. Larry Elskovitz, Sept. 26. Folklife festival with the Great Bay
Company, Sept. 27. The Pressroom, 77 Daniel St. Call 431-5180.

Live Music and Boat Ride
Isles of Shoals Steamship Co. presents the Shaw Brothers Sept. 22. Cruise the harbor while
you listen. Boat departs at 7 p.m. and returns at IO p.m. from Barker Wharf. $6-$13. Call
431-5500.
Theater

The New Hampshire Theatre Project produces two evenings of "Vaudville Live," Sept. 26
and 27 at 7 p.m. Yvette's Banzuet Room, The Spealceasy, Route 1. Tickets $20 per person,
$35 per couple. Call 431-6644.

THE MUB BOARD OF GOVERNORS
has positions openings for the
following positions:.
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Academic
Calendar
Parents' weekend
Parents' weekend will be held the weekend
of Sept. 27. For Information: Parent Programs, call 862-2499.
Last day to withdraw from classes
· Oct 4 is the last day to withdraw for classes
and still receive half of tuition back. It is
also the last day to drop or add classes.
Midsemester
Oct. 8 is the last day to withdraw from the
University and to file intent-to-graduate
form for December graduation.
Applications due
Oct. 11 is the last day applications can be
submitted for Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program Awards, 209 Hood
House.
Preregistration
Preregistration will begin Oct. 22.

Art
Art exhibit
The University Art Gallery will host two
exhibitions now through Oct. 20. The major exhibit: "TheArtistand the Environment/
New Hampshire: A Collaborative Response," features six collaborative works of
art by 17 New Hampshire artists. The other
exhibit is the annual Art Faculty Review,
featuring works by university faculty. Paul
Creative Arts Center. Free. Call 862-3172.
UNH Art Gallery-Brown Bag Series
The UNH Art Gallery will present video
films, documentaries on art which reflect
environmental issues, including Robert
Smithson's "Spiral Jetty" and Christo's
Academy Award nominated "Running
Fence," which documents the artists construction of the Valley Curtain in Colorado
in 1972. Sept. 26, noon. Paul Creative Arts
Center. Free. Call 862-3713.

Improvisational comedy
An improvisational comedy show will be
held Sept. 27 at 8 p.m. MUB Pub. $5,
students $3. Call 862-2195.

ON THE UNH CAMPUS
parents will be held Sept. 25, 7-9 p.m. Field
House. There will be a college fair at the
Field House, 9 a.m. - noon.
Student activity fair
There will be a student activity fair Sept. 26,
11 a.m.- 2 p.m. Thompson Hall and
Murkland Courtyard.

·' Music

Film

Cello and piano concert
The Faculty Concert Series presents Larry Veal on cello and Christopher Kies on piano
Sept. 22 at 3 p.m. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center.

Film festival
Muso presents "American Gigolo," "Tango
in Paris" and "Henry and June" Sept. 21 at
4:30, 7 and 9 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB.
Call 862-1485.

Music at the Stone Church
Rocking Dave and the Rent Party perform their blend of zydeco-rock-rap-funk Sept 21 at
9:30 p.m. The Stone Church, 1 Granite St. Tickets $3 at door only. Doors open at 8 p.m.
Call 659-6321.

Movie
MUSO presents "Leningrad Cowboys Go
America," Sept. 22 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Strafford room, MUB; $2 for non-students
and faculty, $1 for students. Call 862-1485.

Brenda. Bufalino and the American Tap Dance Orchestra
Brenda Bufalino and the American Tap Dance Orchestra come to UNH as part of the
Celebrity Series on Sept. 21 at 8 p.m. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center. $15, $10
for students, $13 for faculty and staff, available at the MUB ticket office. Call 862-2290.

Movie
MUSO presents "Edward Scissorhands,"
Sept. 26 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Strafford room,
MUB. $2 for non-students and faculty, $1
for students. Call 862-1485.

Lectures /··
Lecture on multicultural university
Professor Ronald Takaki of the University
of California at Berkeley presents "The
Multi cultural University of the 21st Century" Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m. Alumni Center.
Pre-law informational lecture
Dean John C. Deliso of Suffolk Upiversity
Law School and Dean Marianne Spaulang
of Boston University will speak on admissions to law school Sept. 24, 1-2 p.m. Call
862-3132.
Benazjr Bhutto speaks
"An evening with Her Excellency Benazir
Bhutto," former Prime Ministerof Pakistan,
will be held Sept. 25 at 7 p.m. Granite State
Room, MUB. Call 862-1001.
Lecture on energy gap
Jerome Berson, professor of Chemistry at
Yale University, presents "Tuning the
Multiplet Energy Gap: Structural Determinations of Magnetic and Chemical Properties of Non-Kekule Molecules" Sept. 26 at
11: 10 a.m. Iddles Auditorium, Parsons Hall.
Call 862-1550.

Meetings<
College fair
Information on more than 200 colleges and
universities for high school students and

Big buddy training
Anyone interested in becoming a Big Buddy companion for local children should attend
one of the following meetings: Sept. 24 at 1 p.m. Carrol Room, MUB or Sept. 26 at 1 p.m.
in the Senate Room, MUB. Call 868-5186.

Drug awareness week
A drug awareness week party will be held
Sept. 21 at 11 p.m. Granite State Room,
MUB. Call 862-3823.

Chamber Music Ensemble
Aequalis, the nationally acclaimed trio of cello (Elizabeth Mohr), piano (Fred Bronstein),
and percussion (Michael Parula) come to UNH as part of the Celebrity Series on Sept. 24
at8p.m. Johnson Theater,PaulCreativeArtsCenter. $15,$10 for students, $13 for faculty
and staff, available at the MUB ticket office. Call 862-2290.
·

The business of music
"Music and Business and the Business of Music" with Aequalis will be held Sept. 25 at 10
a.m. Johson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center. Free. Call 862-3227.
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Learning to work together
Many times in the past, students have tried to
communicate with the state legislature about getting
inc~ funding and support. Many times, they
have failed.
Yesterday, eight students took a step toward
ending this trend. They met with Gov. Judd Gregg in
his office in Concord in an attempt to open up more
positive relatiom between UNH students and the
legislature.
1bose eight students, of which I was one, did not
change the govemor'smind on issues, such as funding
or University waste. We did, however, get a chance
to express our concerns about those issues that affect
the University so dramcally. In tum, we got to listen
to his reasoning and i~.
"We need to re-evaluate the best ·way to get our
message across," saidMalkFischler, Students forthe
University (SFlJ) chair. "Any type ofcommunication
we can get going is essential.,,
And communicate we did.
In a short 45-minute visit, the group threw out
ideu at the govemor about increasing relations. We
aired concerns over funding and cuts. We talked of

ETTERS
l~=*-•*tt:~~=~I

Freshmen
orientaUon
response

To the Editor:
This letter is in response to
Alison Chernofsky's letter on
September 13 wider the headline
"Freshman Orientation Complaint"

Well,Ms. Chernofsky,Iknow
not where to begin. You claim you
were "inaedibly disappointed" in
the lack of preparation and foresight of the Orientation Committee at the opening ceremony for
freshmen in Snively Arena. Unfortunately, you then immediately
shatter your credibility when you
critici7.eFreshmenCamp,Student
Body President Malinda Lawrence
and Vice President Susan Reid I
can tell you rather enjoyed writing
your letter, and I hate to be the one
to burst your bubble, but none of
these people have anything whatsoever to do with Freshman Ori-

entation.
Tell me, Ms. Chernofsky,
were youarowidinJwie? Because
thafs when Orientation took place.
Thereweresixday-and-a-halflong
sessions where most prospective
freshmen had their first opportunity to explore the campus, meet
other freshmen, and choose their
first four classes. Perhaps, had

preserving the quality of education at UNH for future think that the faculty puts in only 12 hours per week
generations.
and not much more in preparation for their classes. If
We discussed the problems in communication this were the case, I doubt many UNH students would
and what needed to change. He responded to our get a valuable education.
concerns. Together, the group decided to explore two
President Nitzschke said in response to this that
positive ideas that could help the University and the "teaching is in fact this University's number one
state get better acquainted.
priority.
Gov. Gregg said he would look into setting up a
"People are not loafing here."
symposium in which members ofthe legislature would
But, he added, part of teaching is spending hours
also
He
students.
to
speak
come to UNH each year to
preparing so as to do a superb job. Research is very
spoke oflooking into UNH 's resources and publicizing important. "Teaching is not just turning a nut and bolt
how they could help the citizens of the state.
and going home," said Nitzschke.
I understood for perhaps the first time why the
Nitzschke also said the University is understaffed
governor takes some of the stands he does. I listened and has increased the number or' students in classes.
to him tell the group that the most important thing at "No doubt you could trim faculty and administration,"
UNH is academics. I was interested when he said we said Nitzschke. "But, at what level do you want to
should feel gyped that we have to take classes with offer educational services in this state?"
grad students instead of.professors. I listened to him
This difference of opinion between the governor
tell us that he was concerned about UNH's funding. I and the UNH president and campus will not be easily
listened to him tell us that the best investment we solved. But, if a positive relationship can be estabcould make was our education.
lished: one of respect and concern, issues like this one
I still disagree with the fact that Gregg thinks can be resolved. Barking at the Governor will ·not
UNH faculty need to work more and that the UNH work. Leaming to work with him will.
administration needs to be trimmed. Gregg seems to

you been paying attention during
your four -years as an upperclassman (huh?) at this university, you
would have been aware of that
As noted, you have two principal targets in your tirade-the
Freshman Camp staffand Malinda
Lawrence. Please do me and the
rest of the Freshman Orientation
staff a favor and direct your criticism to the right people (which
are, if I may assist you, the
Freshman Camp Office and the
Student Senate, located in the
basement of the MUB), and not to
those whom you happened to
choose on a whim simply because
they had the most convenient
name. Whetherornotthosewhom
you accuse are guilty of your
charges is irrelevant, but please
take your grievances up with them.
It's insane that I'm forced to write
this letter simply to clear up a
misconception that you unjustly
took upon yourself to make public.
And if ever again, Ms.
Chernofsky, you decide to write
another letter for The New
Hampshire's editorial page, I have
a suggestion for you. Try to avoid
further public humiliation; next
time, my dear, get your facts
sttaight

Sandra Boncek
Orientation Staff 1991

AdverUsing
blues
To the Editor:
We've beenaccusedofbeing
the"me"generation. We'vetaken
to slogans such as Nike's "Just
Do It" and told by our government r
t
to "Just Say No". Do we care so t:
t
in your 2¢ worth.
little about ourselves and others !:: 4-'
Write aletttr to the edior or [
t
to ire Forum
that we'll "just do it" without r
thinking of the consequences,
~.==Jmm~
such as AIDS? Should we not
first be reasoning, strong individuals before we 'just say no'?
Yes, we should care, and we
should think. We are here to
LINDA L. HYATT. Editor In Chief
learn, to develop opinions, to
BIRGER DAHL Managing Editor
become thinking, intellectual
JONATHAN GREEN, Design Editor
KATELYN RANDALL. Layout Editor
people. Most of all, we should JOE
GINA DIGREGORIO, News Editor
FLYNN, News Editor
strive for integrity as human bePATRICK DUFFY, Sports Editor
STEVE LANKLER, Sports Editor
ings.
KIM BROOKS, Graphics Manager
HEATHER OSBORNEArts Editor
But we make mistakes. We KATE HEAD, Arts Editor
CLAYTON GOULD, Photo Editor
hurt one another, assault one an- AMY KINSELLA, Photo Editor
ALI JURTA Forum Editor
other, fail to respect one another. WINIFRED WALSH, On-The-Spot Editor REBECCA GOMBERT. Ad Manager
CHRIS YORK, Sports Assistant
I need not go into the statistics of SHAUNA SIPE, Business Manager
rapes that occur on college camKris Bishop
Brenda Riddell
David Clement
News Briefs Editor
Bryon MltcheU
puses. Likewise, I won't go into
Kristoffer Bishop
Rochel Wakefield
Serin Niazl
SorohHead
Kate Lynch
Circulation
Raul Clemente
the countless programs and serJeff Westcott
steven Solmeri
Phil Fujawo
Jennifer Osborne
Rob McCullough
lualnNI Manager Kimberly O'Brien
Bethany McCann
vices that are available to students Alllltant
Dan Bureau
Carlene Rose
Ken Stremsky
Pete Howe
Aaron Brown
and work to educate people on
Kate Scolettl
Kelly Parker
Advertillng Allociat•
KevinGroy
Sue Robinson
George Fairbaum
Nathan
these issues. I encourage and Suzcnne
Arthur link
Tal80h Fischer
Steve Welsh
Jim Mozald
Ken Mattern
Linnea Anderson
Trishio Barry
congratulate their work. We are Photographe11
Jason Brodeur
Lisa Sandford
Ryan Mercer
John Doherty
Brandon DeCaro
making strides as a community to
Jennifer Nye
Pete Tipping
Dave Dauphinais
Arts Reporters
Rochel Wakefield
Ed Puffer
Triggs
helping UNH become a safe Lloyd
Chris Camey
Helen stock
News Reporters
Nicole Desmarais
Tomson Weston
Melissa Bane
Ray Psonak
Chris York
campus.
Bethany McCann
Kelly Herbert
Police Reporter
Winifred Walsh
David Clement
And yet no sooner do I hear Brett Freese
Susan McGrct
Ben Zipkin
steven Salmen
Lynda Marshall
Tukey
Sporll Reporter
myself say this than 1NH comes Todd
Brett Freese
Keith Canniff
NickStrangas
Krista Zanin
Ed Puffer
Alan Keays
Michael Hayward
Hallinan
out with its first issue and its Josie
Michael Manzo
Karen Kearney
Jim Collins
Pot Cline
Arrt,/Moroncie
Levi's supplement The slogan Pam Margaritis
Cournoyer
Sarah
Douglas Poole
PhH Fujawo
Sue Ebert
Brenda Riddell
LaRoche
reads, "If this ad works, you'll Michelle
Production Aalatmm
Donna Hyatt
KoteScalettl
Bob Kuhl
Myers
Melissa
Julia Mciver
Todd Knight
Joe Wisniewski
unzipyourjeans." Thatit's 'cool'
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Pro-Choice Movement's Turbulent Summer
By Jennifer Nye
This turbulent summer made it apparent that it's swim
or sink for the pro-choice movement.
In July, the SupremeCourtreleaseditsRust v. Sullivan
decision which states that doctors in family planning clinics
which receive federal money cannot
counsel, refer, or otherwise discuss
abortion as an option with their patients. In short, the Supreme Court
ruled that poor women are not entitled to the same medical information and services that those of us who
can afford medical treatment are.
Next, Thurgood Marshall resigned from the Supreme
Court and President Bush appointed Clarence Thomas as
his replacement. Thomas has left a paper trail not only
criticizing the Roe v. Wade decision and the Griswold v.
Connecticut decision (which protects the right of married
couples to use contraception), but also stating that he
questions the whole notion of a right to privacy.
Further, in Wichita, Kansas, Operation Rescue would
not allow people to enter a clinic that provided abortion services. A federal judge
ordered Operation Rescue to stop, but they
continued their harassment. The judge has
since received death threats. These events,
coupled with the 1989 Webster decision and
the 1990 appointment of David Souter to the
Supreme Court, have convinced analysts on t~~~t~
both sides of the issue that Roe v. Wade will
be overturned within the next two years. There are already
test cases before the court from Louisiana, Utah, and Guam.
6
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"The anli,-choice movement is not just about
stopping abortion. It is about stopping
contracepli,on, stopping sex outside of
marriage, and ultimately stopping
thought. ":... Jennifer Nye

legislatures. We must ensure that Congress passes the
Freedom of Choice Act legislating Roe v. Wade. We must
ensure that New Hampshire passes a law making abortion
legal.
While most everyone admits that these are serious
setbacks to the pro-choice movement, there
seems to be a feeling of disbelief that Roe v.
Wade can or will be overturned. This summer, however, has made it abundantly clear
that it's no longer safe to just sit back and
assume that because we grew up with the ~iiiiiiiJi~;,J
protection of Roe and Griswold, that they '11
always be there. They won't-not if we
don't use our voices to stand up for our - ~.....rights.
So for all you people out there who are pro-choice, who
value the right to privacy, who believe that the right to free
speech applies to doctor/patient relationships, who want
the right to enter public and private buildings without the
interference of outsiders, and who know that access to
contraception is one of the best ways to stop unintended
pregnancies-find your voice and use it. If you don't,
someone else will stand up and make your choice for you.
If you think that reproductive freedom is an absolute
right, or just want to hear more about reproductive freedom,
attend Students for Choice's weekly meeting on Thursdays
in Hamilton-Smith 18 from 7:30 to 9:30. Students for
Choice will also be holding bake/button/bumper sticker
sales in the MUB on Mondays from 9:00 to 1:00.

However, don't fool yourself and think that once Roe
is overturned, the anti-choice (pro-life) movement will be
satisfied-it won't. The anti-choice movement is not just
about stopping abortion. It is about stopping contraception,
stopping sex outside of marriage, and ultimately stopping
thought. Joseph Scheilder, the Executive Director of the
Pro-Life Action League, said, "For those who say I can't
impose my morality on others, I say just watch me." And
Judie Brown, President of the American Life League, stated
that, "We are totally opposed to abortion under any circumstances. We are also opposed to abortifacient drugs and
chemicals like the Pill and the IUD, and we are also opposed
to all forms of birth control with the exception of natural
family planning." And though it seems that Griswold and
Roe are not connected, they are. The right to abortion and
the right to contraception are intricately related and compose the wider realm of reproductive freedom. At the center
of each debate is the right of the individual to control his or
her own reproductive life, body, and ultimately, his or her
own destiny.
With statements like these combined with the actions
of the Supreme Court in the last few years, it is quite clear
that we can no longer rely on the Supreme Court to protect Jennifer Nye is a sophomore Women's Studies/Sociology
our freedoms. We must turn to the national and state Major at UNH.

By Peter Tipping
So I twisted some arms to keep some semblance of the
Greek Page alive. There will now be several staff reporters
for Greek news and I will occassionally write this column.
Although it does not seem like much, it is something.
I have spent the past three years in the Greek system.
I remember when Greeks accounted for 20 to 25 percent of
the student population. We-currently make up only 15
percent.
This could result from any combination of things. The
popularity and strength of Greek systems
are cyclical; one root cause. Also, the past
two years have seen three chapters at UNH
close their doors. The population of the
Greek system has declined, that much is
true. But perhaps this barks at the uncertain
future of Greek life.
Since the tum of the century, Greek letter
flourished and become positive, integral
have
organizations
parts of universities. Greek systems have a tremendous
legacy. However, it would be not only reckless but outright
stupid to rest on our laurels. Many universities have done
away with Greek syste~s and are doing just fine.
Uncertainty can be a daunting prospect Recessions are riddled with doubt
and although few would argue for more
economic unrest, one thing is true of
hard times: They inspire ingenuity and
entrepreneurial thinking. Many small
businesses have emerged from the ruins
of collapse. Others have continued to
prosper by changing direction.

•

•
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"So in these hard times where Greeks
are fewer and our future is uncertain-buckle down, do what must be done."
-Peter Tipping

It is now that the Greek system must
choose a new course. Ideas ofjudicial boards
within individual chapters and within InterFraternity Council are wonderful. But let us
see them to fruition. The axiom, actions
speak louder than words, holds dreadfully
true today.
So in these hard times where Greeks are fewer and our
future is uncertain--buckle down, do what must be done.
Will Kiem, the speaker on Greek life, arrived at UNH
on Thursday. He spoke to Demythologizing the Animal
House. Today he is gone.
Where will we be tomorrow?
Peter Tipping is a senior at the University of New
Hampshire.
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"Drug Tid~Bits"
111"'-Brr DPS

~
l. Respiratory depression is thl:' effect that kills in morphint- or _ _ _ _ cP."l'rdoses.
3. _ _ _ _ 1s U1t- • I cho,ct- or drug among Amt-ncans.
4. The alteration of tissue luncuon so lhal uSt- or a drug t>tc-com~ nt-cessary fur nunnal

physiological process~ tu occur is known ~ _ _ _ _ de~dt-nct..
5. - . - - 1s capablt- of pruducmg profound efl1:.-cts on tht- u~rs thmk.!n~. ~1-awa~nt::Ss &
emotion.
7. Slang for l.SD.
' 9. CurrenUy it is mos\ likely that the •typi1cal" _ _ _ _ ust-rwill ~ Jf:-~i.•yrs old. caucas,an.
college-educated and;or employed.
10. _ _ _ _ is one of the most commonJy u~d and accepted stimulants m tht- V.S.
_
11. Stimulants increase alertness. decrease appetlt\:c", rehevt:- fatJgu!c", and 111 genE:ral mak~ tht:- user fell
so-al led • bener". No wonder the\' an- called _ _ _ _ _ .
12. Barbituates belong to the
group of _ _ _ _ _ drugs. That iS. the1r pnmary effect 1s to
"depress• central nervous S\'Stem activitv.
14. The gum_my substance secreted from· the opium poppy and has analgesic and sedatlVt properties
is called _ _ _ _ _ __

1

large

16. Cocaine ust- dunng prE.-gnancy often result in babies with lowt-r than a,-erage_ _ _ _ w~ight,
developmental difficulties, and often show signs of hyperactivity .
.18. _ _ _ _ _ drugs produCE- behavioral effects by acting on the central ner\'ous system ..
20. Toe well Kn<7Wl1 term _ _ _ _ _ refers to a rebound Clepress1on follO\\mg the euphoria ancl
excitation of stimulant \iSt'!". ··-·' · ·
21. As medicinE:, tobacco and _ _ _ _ have no current use: as a recreational drug. however,
tobaa:o is a multibillion dollar activity.
22. While peopl€! still chew tobacco. the use of what is nCM' more graciously ralled •smokeless
tobacco~ has _ _ _ _ _ in popularity.

I

~

•

1. - - - - - - · also called psychedelics, are the "mind ~ders" that gained such popularity
in the U.S. in the 1960's.
·
· 1 2. What an individual always has in regarc:1 to laking drugs .. You have a
·
.
_ . 6.
.
is a brand name for a generic compound, methaqualo~. whic is a non' barbituate sedauve-hypnotic.
· . 8. 'A potent form of marijuana, _ _ _ _ , is made from the resinous secretions of th(: plant..
10. Americans spends:- billion annually on over-the-_ _ _ _ _ drugs. many of which have
1
. no effect on the conditions for which thev are taken.
13. Barbituates are usuallv taken
•
·and are readi!Y absorbed bY tbe stomach and smaL
intestines.
.
.
,

1

15. The adaptation of an organiSm to a drug. so that tht:- same dose repeated produces les.s and less
of an effect is referred to as _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
17. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ are th€! most widely used drug in our society. They are also promoted
through all forms of advertising and are a big pan of our culture ..
19. SUUlds for Central nervous S\rstem.
20. - - - - is the abbr.. for narcotics anonymous and is a highly successful self-hE:lp group.
j 21. _The name of the substance which is smokeable and is a highly polEmt form of cocainl:.' madt- by
m.txing cocaine \\ith bakmg soda and heating iL
. .

11-------------.....--------------------~---------- .
I

I

For more info, contact Health Education Center,
Health Services, 2-3823

i

,I

Sunday, September 22
in tlie Strafford ~om,
!M'll'B

at 7 pm and at 9:30 pm

•

J·R,sM!~ $1.00 S.91.10 Students w/PD•
·, · .
$2.00 'Everybody efse
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The World Is Still The
Greatest Classroom
Of All.
•

9 Madbury Road

(next to Scorpio's)
868-1146

Open· 7 days a week
11 a.m to 10 p.m.
Free delivery 7 days
5 to 10 p.m ..
(We deliver ice cream too!)
~············································ ········

STEAK SUB AND FRIES
ONLY $3.75 WITH THIS
COUPON
· ICE HOUSE TOO

21

Applications are now being accepted for
the University of Pittsburg- sponsored
Semeater at Sea.
~ fall or spring
100-day odyssey aboard the
American- built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-15
transferable units from your
coice of more then 50 lower and
upper division courses, while
calling upon places as
culturally diverse as Kenya,
South Africa, Venezuela, Brazil,
Japan, Hong Kong, India,
Turkey, and the Soviet Union.
It ts a learning adventure designed
to transform students of every color,
race and creed into true citizens of the
•
. world.
Come to our on-eamp• presentation: Tuellday, Sept. 24 In the
Senate Rm. MlJB at 1:30 pn. Or call l-800-854-01911.
Then prepare for ·
the learning adventure
of your life.

Restaurant

/

~-·········································· ··········

CR.U ISES INC.

Washington
Internship
Info. Session

WASHL\GTO\
CE1\TER

Far Internships and
Academic Seminars

CRUISE TO THE BAHAMAS .
DURING WINTER BREAK!
. 3 Night Cruises start at $399, including
airfare! Port/tax charges $37.50
additional.
CRUISES, INC. is recommended by consumer
groups and leading travel writers as one of the
world's best sources for cruise discounts.

Book NOW for the best savings!
. C~,CRUISES, INC. at 742-7500 ·

~¢'~~
When: Sept. 26, Thursday
Where: McConnell Hall, Rm.101
~
Time: 2-4 pm
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HEY YOU!
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN
ALL MY LIFE?
COME BY AND SEE ME SOMETIME!

AnEMlC SEMINARS'.

WHJ:RE? STUDENT SENATE MEETING
MCCONNELL 212
WHEN? EVERY SUNDAY, 6:00 PM

AC~

Social
Services

EXPERIENCE YOUR FUTURE: THE wASHINGTON
CENTER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

The New Hampshire is Coooool!

WHY?

!!
·,

BECAUSE YOU OWE IT TO
YOURSELF!

NIVERSITY COMICS

I ~;§~,:~~~iqti!?P!Jlif~ !$•• t fi •J>s
~
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AH

·
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THAT's TRUE ..,
APA"T<Tt1ENT :roE... OH? fltJW:.S- Tf!AT/J
WpLL) .LET's FACE
AND" LJV!NG- OFFTHANKS. JT · 8£ATS
lT~ -IT~ #liRf) . TCJ
CAMPUS f>{)Es J-IAVE
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drin kin' \)ud dies
THIS PARTY SUCKS!
TIME FOR A PSYCHO ACT
To SPICE THINGS UP

We COULD PLUG
UP THE.TOILETS

IF SMILEY

IN THE GIRLS' DORM ...

I

-THINK OF ON£.

\

MIKE!
WE DID

THAT

LAST

WEEK!
I

---Char/e.s

;t'/o.fl50n

WE COULD DROP
CINDERBLOCKS ONTO

. UH ... WHfiT IF YOU
FUNNELED A KEG?

TH£ E'XPRE 55 WAY ...
HMM...

GOOD

-KEEP
'EM

COMING,

I

FACES -

_

TOOK ON FA/'NJU5 PERSONALITI£5

W£ HAVE

A

WINNER!

©
John

_5LA/1i,//hA
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ROBOTM AN® by Jim Meddick
ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick

~Ell, ENOU6\,\ Al~~t>V!
I KNO'N VO\J 1RE f\FR~\D
OF 'THE DARK SO I'M
JV&T Go\NE, TO WALK
INS\t€ 11-ft CL~S~T.

WAA"t1S 1HE MATTER
NAD\NE? f\RtN'T Y0IJ
GOING TO FOUOW ME?
HMM? C'M~N? ARE
YOU '1i SCAREDY
Cf\T? HMN\?

•

ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick

I H~\J

f:\N \VE

LET'S
Plf\';
8

'LL BE B~TMI\N. '{O
£ ROB\N . P\Nt> '(O

11-\E:Rt'S NO SUC\-\ 1l-\lN6 AS

,, BATVoo': '{ov CAN ~ ~LFt<
OR ro~MISSIO
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WHAT THE *?!@! IS
COOl rAID? ?
psssst...
COOL-Jlll'lJ is always

ECTED STUDENT
~TORS

confiaential

* Cool-Ai d is a Crisis

::"i

~

-~::

~~~~e

William Glees
Scott Cibotti

I

~l!!fflffl~"""'- -----

I
i~~~I:: =er~~:s~~* I
I
~:=~~:n

iffTufJ;~

Don Voner ( £ N)

i!II

Eric Porusta ( tN)

MINDER: ORIENTA TION FOR STUDEN
ENATORS STARTS AT 3:30 ON SUNDAY
McCONN ELL 212

*Will be approved on Sunday night

~

:•

~L.-.~:,:::!:,.:.v..dfa::.·.½:.F••i..i-.....S:h.... fa ...... ?:-. ...................: ........... .'............•............... .... .:..•....·.. .:>•.'.L.-.}!ir

interve ntion hotline and
inform ational tapelin e service
operate d and staffed by UNH
· studen ts.

? We can help you to solve

problem s, give you more info
on a topic that concer ns you,
. or just lend a listenin g ear.

! Calls to Cool-Ai d can be

made anonym ously and are
always kept confide ntial
Call us anyday 3pm to
Dlidnig ht. 862-22 93 (hotline ),
862-35 54 (tapelin e)

@.

! Cool-Ai d is Here to Help
YOU!!!

$ NEED EXTRA

•

862-2293

f?
•

'Ifie Stude nt Senat e is £ookjng for a minut es secretary.
Must be availa ble to take minut es at Sunda y
night meetin gs.
(Meetings start at 6PM)

*

COMPENSATED POSITIONI

*
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ALPHA PHI
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
NEW IOTA PLEDGE CLASS
Jen Aorille
Christina Brophy
Andrea Candela
Michelle Carbonneau
Alison Clifford
Bethany Cooper
Kim Correia
Shannon Cote
Donna Correntl
Kate Douglas
kathleen Dwyer
Stacy Fitton
Gabrielle Foote
Kate Giblin
Jenny Goodridge
Cristianne Hanna
Karen Hardy
Cristen Houlihan
Kristen Ivers
Tina Kane

Stanley H. Kaplan
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Classes Starting
now for
December and
January exams! ·

Joaona Katz
Jennifer Kolifrath
Becky Lane
Julie Lobner
Heather
Macfarland
Bridget Mcintee
Jenifer Menake
Christine Murphy
Erin Murphy
Michele O'Connor
Kate Raczka
Jen Rodrigues
Lisa Sklar
LynnSkogseth
Linda Sprague
Tracy Watt
Kim WIison
Ellen Wirth
Paula Yphantes

For the location nearest you, call
800-KAP-TEST

1. It's easy to use.
Bring home an Apple®Macintosh®computer today,
and use it to complete assignments by tonighteven if you've never used a computer before.
2. You don't have to speak computerese.

\~/\\:•t:;JJ:
:t

\ \ ·:c·•·.••.•••.••.1.·.·•.•·.·.'.· .

i:i/

~LJi /:es~~:~ir
~7::ilf

£ Copy

·❖•❖"

:.

;J?.~}fJio;,7:;:n1S:h

:,1:g such

as
andand
Print,
and pictul'f!S,
such
aswant
file folders
for away.
storing your
documents
a trash
can forfiles
you
to throw

3. You don't have to be a computer
science major to set one up.

Just plug everything together, flip the "on" switch,
and you're ready to roll.
4. It's a breeze to copy information and
paste it into another document.

simply
To copyuse
thisthe
chart,
mouse to choose
the Copy command.

12reasons

whyyou'll love

·Madnt05h

6. ltGU1growwithyou.

This week you're majoring in philosophy, next
week it's nudear physics. After all, no one knows
exactly what the future will bring. That's why

a.

11, You can connect to your school's
mainframe or minicomputer.

With Macintosh, ~
you can send in
assignments,
· rn
gain access to
Libr•'il
software you
need for a class,
and receive
lecture notes,
class schedules,
and other
informationright from your
·
Oonnttorv
own room.

[ffil

It's got connections.

To connect a printer, a modem, an external hard
disk, or just about any other peripheral to a Mac
intosb, simply plug it in. That's all there is to it.

9. Itletsyouwotkwith

• ,

12, It SffiQfe
affi rdabl than
o 1e
ever

millions of students have found that investing in
Macintosh prices
a Macintosh is a smart move. Because Macintosh
have never been
can immediately help you do whatever you d~
lower-especially
better. And if, come tomorrow, you find that you Every Macintosh is equipped with an Apple
with the student
want to do something different, no problem. It's SuperDnve;· a unique floppy disk drive that can pricing available
Toplocethechart
easy to upgrade your Macintosh to help you rise use not only Macintooh disks, but also MS-00S from your
In
arwther document,
just choose the
to the challenge.
and OS/2 disks created on IBM and IBM-com- authorized Apple
Paste command.
patible computers. With SoftFC from Insignia campus reseller.
.
7, It's great for college and beyond.
Solutions,
you can even run MS-00S applica- You may even
Doing your work faster, better, and more
tions on your Macintooh.
qualify for
s. All MacIntosh programs work In the
creatively is also a plus in the working worldfinancing, which
ume way.
and that's precisely
10. It's so -sy to network.
~
makes Macintosh
Learn to use one Macintooh program, and you've why Macintooh
Just connect the LocalTalke cable from one
~
even
more affordable.
learned the basics of using them all. For example, computers are used in
Macintosh to another Macintooh. It takes just a
the commands you use, such as Open, Close, Copy, 74 percent of Fortune
few minutes, and you don't have to buy any
These reasons all add up to
Paste, Save, Cut, Print, and Undo, are found in the 1000 companies:
additional hardware or software.
the power of Macintooh.
The power to be your best~
same place-every time.
- - •

CJ
-

others.

%
0

'Based on aSW"')I conduatd by Computer lntdJiaencc in FdxuaJy 19'}1.

For further information visit
The University Technology Center
Thompson Hall Room 14A or call 862-1328
Open 9am-3pm and September Saturdays 11am-4pm
ti:! 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, 1he Apple logo, 1.ocalTalk, Macima;h, and "The power to be your best" are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microooft Corporation.
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LASSIFIED ADS
I I LIi.
Wanted Immediately! Asst. for
professional person. 5-10 hours/
wk. (very flexible). Must have
some knowledge of Lotus 1-2-3
and word processing skills. Call
743-5828 anytime and leave
message.
Childcare person for 2-3 afternoons a week; ·also to do light
housekeeping. Please call: 6595779 (Lee) wonderful kids, nice
country.
One college Work-Study position
avfulble. Working as office support
staff for the Social Security office
in Portsmouth, NH. Pays $6 per
hour. Applicants must be approved
for College Work Study by UNH.
Call 433-0639 and ask for Mr.
White.
Sales reps wanted for on campus tshirt sales. Easy money for the
self-motivated. Call 749-6465.
RAISE $500 ...$1,000...$1,500
FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required!
ACT NOW FOR THE CHANCE
TO WIN A CARIBBEAN
CRUISE AND FABULOUS
PRIZES!
CALLl-800-950-8472,EXT.50.
Wanted: Need Parking Space to
Rent. Judy 2-5114.
Wanted: Helper for handicapped
person. No experience necessary.
Sunday evenings $6.25/hr. Call
Dan at 692-4764.
STUDENTS WANTED!
EARN UP TO $10/HR.
Make .your own hours,
make excellent money
marketing credit cards
on your campus.
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext 20.
Network w/a Fast growing company addressing the hottest issue
of today: The Environment. Flex.
hours. Earn $1,000-$3,000/mo.
Commission+ expenses part-time.
Send resume to: P.O. Box 67,
Center Harbor, NH 03226.
Part-time job: Choose own hours,
no boss, 20 percent profit selling
person care products. Arrange interview w/Jay. 868-3622.

1973 Capri, manual, great shape
(in + out), yellow well maintained
-A fun car+ great price $700. Call
x1883 (days) 743-6778 (home).

SERVICES!

Vocal coach now accepting students. Breathing and relaxation
exercises, singing styles, audition
preparation,stagingnumbers. Call
659-3454 for schedule times.

Mt. Bike, 90' GiantATX 770, Excellent Condition. $430 or B.O.
Contact: Chas at 868-2721.

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA. Information on se-

Plane ticket 1-way Boston to San
Francisco Sept. 25 $100 call Julie
2-5686.

mester, year, summer, and internship in Perth, Townsville, Sydney,
and Melbourne. Programs start at
$3,520. Call 1-800-878-3696.

Panasonic Word Processor Owners
- buy new ribbon cartridges at
Town and Campus - best selection
Getr~ady forWinter-1974Ford
Moverick-64,000original miles,
extra snow tires. Just tuned up ,
automatic, straight six cylinder
engine, INSPECTABLE, excellent
condition!! Must sell. $675 or
Best Offer. 742-2421. Anytime.
Don't call home for computer or
word processor ribbon cartridges
Go to Town and Campus. Fit many
makes and models.

Guitar Lessons - All Styles; Advanced/Beginners. 15 years
teaching experience, reasonable
rates. Also ethnic drumming lessons available, call 659-8483/ 6595779.
Word Processing Services. Top
quality. Next-day service. Will
pick up and deliver. $1.65 per
page, call Diane 942-5881.
BARTENDING - Fun, excellent pay, easy to learn. Convenient evening classes. Call for
free brochure. Master Bartender
School.
Tel.
659-3718
(Newmarket).

1985 Chevy Cavalier - 2 door,
only 74,000 miles, very reliable,

excellent condition, new muffler,
brakers, and battery. Must sell
$1,695 or offer. Call 659-7005.

Beautiful Eliot Victorian. 20
minutes to Durham. Two responsible roomates to share with one
adult. Elegant living in the country. $295 and $350. Tel. 207-4398973.

iSHIRTS ♦

Now at the Dtuham
Fitness Center

• Full Time Rep

• Artist on Staff
e Free Pick up
&Delivery

ence necessary. For more info call
Kwes 868-5063, Colin 749-1068,
or Kristen 868-7344. Give Blood,
Play Rugby!

Jay Nadeau and Rick Cabral...roses
are red, Violets are blue, If we
NEWMARKET 2 BR APT. could nave our pick, It would be
available immediately. $460 per one of you two! Love, Nicks
month includes heat, HW, off- Chicks.
street parking and is on COAST.
Please phone 868-2281 evenings Hey Chica!! Here's your very first
and weekends.
personal! ! Thanks for all the
regalos and para tu amistad.
FOR RENT: Completely furnished
apartment in private home on WILDCATS
vs FLYING
Madbury Rd. 1 Mile from T-Hall. DUTCHMEN-UNHfootball1 1/2 bedrooms, full bath, carpeted, Live on Saturday. Kevin and Glenn
w/d, private backyard, 2 car have the action starting at 12:25 on
parking, no pets, negotiable lease, WUNH-FM 91.3.
securitydeposit,$550amonthplus
utilities. Available now. Call 868- Cheerless? Concerned? Cagey?
5037.
Curious? Cross? Clouded?
Crushed? Contemptuous? Choked
Pets Welcome! Room for rent/ up? Call Cool-Aid 862-2293.
Non-smoker. Country Setting in
Eliot, ME. $250/mo. includes Congratulations Alpha Chi Omega
utilities. Call: (207) 439-7818.
pledges Stacey, Kristy, Danielle,
Ali, Susan, Sandra, Kristen C.,
Share beautiful home in Dover! 3 Kelly, Jennifer C., Kristen D.,
floors+ basemen, hardwood floors, Megan, Laurie, Liz, Gerlyn, Li via,
own bedroom, yard, near Coast Kate, Keri, Stephanie, Michele,
route. 2 other women. $250 + Sarah, Marybeth, Sarah, Pilar,
utilities. Sharon at 749-9801.
Kara, Ann Marie, Jennifer M.,
Pamela, Erin, Steph, Wendy, Alli,
Pamela, Karen R., Jennifer S.,
PERSONALS
Kate, Heather, Leigh, Michelle,
Karen Z.

I

Smith Corona Word Processor
Owners - buy new ribbon cartridges at Town and Campus WHOLESALE SCREEN PRINTIN
best selection.
AND EMBOIDERY
1987 Honda CBR600; excellent
condition; very low miles; many
extras $2,995. 433-4450.
Ribbons for Apple, Brother, Canon,
Compuad, Epson, IBM, NEC,
Olympia,Royal,Panasonic,Sears,
Smith Corona, Many others, Town
and Campus.

WOMEN'S RUGBY-Old and
I HOUSING ~ I NH
new players wanted. No experi-

it,

FREE!!
SELL
SPRING BREAK TRIPS TO JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
MARGARITA ISLAND. BEST
COMMISSIONS PAID. CALL
SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800426-7710.
TRAVEL

ROSES ARE RED
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
THIS WEEK ONLY2 BUCKS BUY TWO.
WILDCARDS AND CATS
CLOSET
ARE NOW SELLING FLOWERS!
UNH FOOTBALL on WUNH FM 91.3. Join Glenn Hauser and
Kevin Gray Saturday as the Cats Band looking for guitarist. Influbattle Hofstra beginning 12:25.
ences; Living Colour, Fishbone,
etc ... Call Chris at 862-8176.

Interested in earning UNH credits
Government Surplus!! Cars,
towards
graduation while studying
houses, boats and other items. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. abroad? Come to information Ted, you're definately gonna lose.
We already got you by two, you
Tremendoussavings.335-3164ext
session Tuesday, September 24, 1
big headed bum. Love, Haupy
N.
p.m. Se~ate Room, MUB.
and Pugs.
-'
Brother Word Processor Owners
- Buy new ribbon cartridges at
Town and Campus - best selec- ,
tion.
1990 Jeep Cherokee, 4WD, extended warranty, AC, automatic,
$14,000orb.o.; 1986HondaCivic
Wagon $3,000 or b.o. 664-2917
eves.

HOME
COMING
SPECIAL

$10/SCREEN
AMAZING MICRO DIET - Lose
14 lbs./mo. Safe, real food. No
hunger, very affordable. l 00
percent guaranteed. For full details call Jocelyn 659-5942.
BIRTHRIGHT - for Pregnancy
Help. Free - Confidential 8681607.

Happy 21st

Dave ·
Have a blast,
you deserve it!!
Jl{[ my fove ... J!{ways,

J!I9vfS'I'E1{.
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Fulfill all your communications
req11irements with one course.
A1&T STUDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite.Join AT&T Student Saver

Plus. You'll be abie to get a line of products and services designed specitically to save college s~uoents time and money.

Planst could save you money, no matter w.~ere

/1,.F

z51°flr

Our Reach Out® America Calling

and wheP you call. And the AT&T Calling Carri• makes it easy to call from almost

"\..,:::::,,': / ~~r_.,,,..,___,,r~ -•--·

•

And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service.

anywhere to anywhere.

services-or if you're already an AT&T customer-you'll get

things all year round.

□

□

-

um

□

Plus, if you register for any of our

a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling!* As well as discounts on all kinds of

So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
tThis service is available for off-campus students only.
'May not be usable at all on-campus phones .
..Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91 . Offer limited to one
$8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992.
©1991 AT&T

AT&T
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£SERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

THE MUB BOARD OF GOVERNORS
has positions openings for the
following positions:

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure JS the c: ourse description, and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one college elective that builds your sell-confidence.
develops your leadership potential and helps you
take on the challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your junirn y1w. and that
means there's no reason not to try 1t out 11ght now .

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLIGI
COURSE YOU CAN TAKI.

For Information Contact: Captain Tom Vandal
862-1078

Be part of the board that decides what your
MUB is for!
Applications are available in Rm. 322
(Memorial Union office), Rm. 126 (Student
·Activities) and at the MUB Board of Governor's
office.
Se tember 27 ·
due Frida~, P • ~,
App\ications are tacted ,or an \nterv,e .
'I ou VJ\\\ be con

GET

INVOL VED!

DO N·' T DR IV E
RO ME DR UN K
CALL SAFE RIDES 862-141 4
THURS., FRI., AND SAT., 10pm-2a m

FOR UNH STUDENTS (YOU NEED YOUR ID)
■ Only to be us_
e d as a last resort, to bring you home from a party if you or

your driver is unable to drive due to alchol or drug use.

■

We keep confidential records of who rides with us. You can only ride once
a night and people who abuse system will be asked not to use it.

■ People who want to volunteer please call during Thursday, Friday, or

Saturday night 10pm-2am and leave name and phone number.

Organizatio nal Meeting
Monday, Sept. 23 at 6:30
in the Cheshire rm of the MUB
new members are welcome
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Yankee Conference Standings

Team
Villanova

Y.C.
1-0

Points
48

'I5'elawar~::--· . -_ .:,<>f10:
;~f
t~~.~
l-O

. 24 <,.:: ·

c~~ar

::> :::

.0 .._.

0

0-1

<19>
21

16

..

·<48 :>
Massachusetts

0-1

Results from 9/14/91:
Villanova 40
Bucknell 0

.. .

.

..

>:<:,:: ))'.{,

24

7

UNH21
UConn 16

:o··. -:·:-·-·

:

>

Iser

Opponent
7
,:> ::<':::·?>• 28< .-

}·:::

t

32

1-1
·0-1
0-2

. ..

Next Opponent
at Richmond

Points
88

..

{iQ.l[t :;,;:: ; , lQ ?,·:.

Connecticut

Overall
2-0
3.:0

~i.· . ·~:!
._

~~} .

0-0

,. B()sto,~ Y~i"~rsity

1Rbod.elsla.nd /'\<

Opponent
7
7

. . .~tRhBd~ l~ia11a

::r

Hofstra U.

·villati§va!>• . . . ,._
....

·••-•

..,. :< :netaware\':::,::)
Lehigh

twMa.~~::::+•·,·

.

. ····••··• ····1.·.·.·-· ···

0-2

Delaware 28
William & Mary 21

-···

. Holy C:,r9ss

56

0--2
'

·•·••·•

at Maine

Northeastern 15
Maine
14

Richmond 19
URI
10

Holy Cross 22
UMass
20

BU 10
Towson St. 8

UNH Statistics
Rushing

Att.

Gain Lost Net

TD

Long

Passing

Bourassa
Gallagher
Cripps
Griffin
TOTALS

27
11
20
15
73

112
72
79
33
296

9
0
2
19
30

1
0
1
0
2

29
33
16
8
33

Griffin

No.

Yards

103
72
77
14
266

Att.-Comp.-Int.
68-42-2

No.

Yards

TD

Long

8
9
5
10
6
3
41

93
119
48
102
68
21
451

0

15
58
22
31
21
13
58

No.

Yards

Avg.

Long

Gordon

12

407

33.9

43

Defense Top Three Tacklers

Field Goals

Att.

Made

Long

Hjelte

1

1

20

McGrath
Wojonovich
Bryan

11
./ 2

161
74

!Soccer l

NAC Women's Soccer Standings

Women

Team

UNH 2 Harvard 2 (OT)
at Durham
UNH (3-0-1) .... 2 0 0 - 2
Harvard ............ 1 1 0 - 2
Scoring: H, Minkus,
4:00; UNH, Christie
(Sydlowski); UNH,Deniger;
H, Uvstal..
Saves: UNH,
Kirchner 6.

ISAA National Collegiate Women's Soccer
Rankings Division 1
(Games Thro 9/15)
Team
1. North Carolina
2. UConn
3. Santa Gara
4. Wisconson-Madison
5. North Carolina State
6. Virginia
7. Colorado College
8. Hartford
9. Duke
10. Stanford
11. UMass
12. Santa Barabara
13. James Madison
14. William & Mary
15. Central Florida
16. Portland
17. New Hampshire
18. Rutgers
19. Southern Method.is
20. Washington

Record
4-0-0
4-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
5-0-0
1-1-0
3-1-0

4-0-0
4-0-0
2~0-1
2-1-0
3-1-0
4-0-0
1-3-0
3-0-0
3-1 -0
3·0-0
1-3-0
1-3-0
2-1-1

1.UNH
2. Hartford

3. Delaware
4. Vermont
5. Maine

North Atlantic
W
L
T
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

Overall
W
L
3

0

4
2

0
1

1

2

0

3

T
0
0
I
0
: Q\

NAC Men's Soccer Standings
Team

North Atlantic
W
L
T

Overall
W
L

I.BU

1

2

2. Hartford
3. UNH
4. Maine

1
0
0

1
2

0
I

2
1

1

2

2

5. Northeastern
6. Delaware
7. Vermont

0
0
0

I
0

3
3

8. Drexel

0

2
1

2
2

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

I
1

UNH 3 Central Conn. 3
at Central Conn.
UNH (2-1-3) ... 0 2 0 1- 3
Central Conn ... 0 2 0 1-3
Scoring: UNH,
Veneto (Leib 60:31 ); C,
62:39; .C, 65:04; UNH,
Leib (Veneto) 78:58; UNH,
Veneto (Cohen) 110:02; C,
Burrington.
Saves: UNH,
Agrodnia 3; C, McAleenan
6.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

58

Pass Receiving

Punting

Bryan
Bourassa

4

471

Perry
Bourassa
Chmura
Gallagher
Gamble
Cranney
TOTALS

Punt/Kick Returns

TD Long Sacks

Yards

T

!Soccer notes I
Ryan Leib of the men's
soccer team and Maja
Hansen of the women's
soccer team were both
named NAC rookie of
the week.

/Field Hockey I
Becca Provost was
named NAC rookie of
the week.

11
2

0
0
2

2

25
18
17

NCAA Division 1
Field Hockey Poll
(Games thru 9/15)
Team
1. Old Dominion
2. UMass
3. Maryland
4. Penn Sate
5. Iowa
6. Temple
7. Virginia
8. North Carolina
9. Northwestern
10. UConn
11. New Hampshire
12. Duke
13. Syracuse
14. Michigan
15. Northeastern
Lafayette
17. Ursinis
18. Boston University
19. Sprinfield
20. Stanford

Record
4-0-0
4-0-0
2-1-1
3-1-0
4-0-0
3-1-1
2-0-2
2-2-0
3-2-0
3-0-0
1-1-1
3-0-0
1-3-0
2-1-0
0-3-0
3-1-0
1-1-1
0-3-0
2-1-0
3-0-0

[fv, Radio!
UNH Football: UNH v.
Hofstra, Ch. 9, WMUR,
WWNH (1340 am),
WUNH (91.3 fm),
12:00 p.m. Saturday.

[he Line I
UNH over
HOFSTRA
by 61/2

.:\::::<:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·· ._.::<•<::::::::

<::1to.-ecast . ,. .
UNH
over
Hofstra
UConn
over
Lehigh
UMass
over
Maine
Holy Cross
over

B.U.
Villanova
over
Richmond
Delaware
over

U.R.I.
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CONCANNO~,.!ro~ page 32
breaking them up like he does now.
Does he miss it? · "Oh yeah, you
miss it, throwing the touchdown
passes and everything and scor-

.

:'.:\:_:<: :-·

ing."

Concannon realized his
career at UNH would have to take
a turn if he'd ever want to see the
field. "Being a QB-when you've
got five guys going for one spot,
it's gonna be a while before you
play unless you 're unbelievable.
At defensive back there's four spots
so you've got a better chance of
playing and I just wanted to get on
the field."
Since developing into
strictly a defensive back,
Concannon had added about 10
pounds while increasing his speed
by a few steps. Coach Bill Bowes,
rigorous offseason may have been
the key. Concannon said, "It gets
pretty tough lifting four times a
week and then when winter workouts start it's pretty bad, six o'clock
in the morning four times a week
running."
and
running
For a freshman, Concan. nonhasalreadypaidhisdues. He's
been tested early and often this
season, and may face his toughest
challenge tomorrow. He'll get his
first look at a "Run and Shoot"
offense where he may see 50 or 60
passes. But like the freshmean
says, "It's just a matter if you can
play."

.

'

' ;.·._.-..

::·_•:_:-::: ..

·-> >-.-._... -· ..
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challe11gipg\S.qJ)ert Trertt}9µ~s .Tuesday. ...... / . •· . ·... · .· .\
;layout is s#uatecl on scenic Great ... .·. . ·Men's golf goes for their
)yonde1fol .for·: the •• third straight wiil this weekend at
• Bay>
:: ~pect'1torswhoadmire abeau~if~ th.e Middlebury ll)vitation~l in
:Ppt)pi ~il)d C()~iµg . Yertllont : •··. . · · · ·

:That's

:J;m4sqape.

The Student Senate currently has an opening for a

Healtlt and
Human Services
Duties include:

PERSON

•

Working with the office of Health Education and Promotion

•

Supporting Safety efforts on a campus-wide scale

e

Member of the Student Senate Executive Board.
Anyone interested should apply at the Student Senate office, rm 130,
MUB. For more info., contact Amy Papaisanou, 862-1494.
Application deadline is October 4th.
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rC~t;iik-piedg~--~---, Run and shoot3
Hofstra brings air show

Name ----- -~
Address
phon e#--- -$ per mile _ _ _ __
Please fill out and
drop off at Saturday's
football game.
L--------- ----------- ------~
This weekend's
sports events
-

1

·

By Chris York
TNH Staff
This Saturday brings the first
meeting ofUNH and Hofstra in Wildcat
history. Hofstra has won their last 17
regular season games and has proven to
be an awesome passing threat
Hofstra quarterback Michael
Doto has completed 65-112 passes for
756 yards and six touchdowns in two
games. The Flying Dutchmen and their
"Run and Shoot" offense have defeated
Bucknell 43-7. With UNH ranked the
worst pass defense in the Yankee Conference, the Cats should have their hands
full. To make matters worse, cornerback
Greg Lewis is questionable this week,
with a right knee sprain. UNH should
have the advantage defending the run,
as they boast a tough front line. Hofstra's
top rusher, Mark Cox, has only carried
the ball 10 times. Linebacker Scott
Wojnovich earned ECAC and Yankee

Conference for his performance last
week against UConn. Wojnovich had
12 tackles and recovered a UConn
fumble with 6:44 left in the fourth quarter.
"Hofstra has shown in its first
two games that it is very capable of
putting points on the scoreboard," said
UNH coach Bill Bowes. ''They use the
'Run and Shoot,, an offense we have not
defended well recently when we played
against Boston University."
The Cats offense will face a defense
with seven sacks already on the season.
UNH's offensive line will have to stand
extra strong to protect quarterback Matt
Griffin. Injuries may hurt the Cats this
week as tailback Barry Bourassa and
receiver David Gamble suffered a calf
muscle pull and a right shoulder sprain
respectively. Both are listed as probable
for Saturday.
Gametime is 12:30 p.m.

~ . ---,---.........__,.,.....----......--.-,--..----,.--, -----,--.----...,..--~---,-,=~~~..- --=====:,""""'.":"'""'"'7:'~

Friday Sept. 20
Men's x-country
vs. URI, Bowdoin
at 4 p.m.
Men's tennis vs.
Vermont at 3 p.m. ::•lVild¢1t$•:PnPa.te::f9.t••J1other:::batJte:(~m ·
Saturday Sept. 21
~U.Qtbif lff ifQitni~~~ ~Q!~i~i· ·•· · •· .
Football vs.
~fi~~ll~j~~
·;;eI::;·:~f!!}}~~~ri~ !!~j[fi~f!!~:!r!!l~
~<I.
t'.111:~Y •....
<: ::: •,..
e:. :.
·anle:r·: :•:
Hofstra at
fo6lcilea,d
Brian<
<::
l>.al!
scor~ \ .·
12:30 p.m.
·.····::··•·:<·• · r::,
avasS:: >
•:l~ibl>elieves a<
n~w . ·
mid
adiffetentstyle
•<
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Women's soccer
knots with Harvard
Rank ed 17th in nation

""t

By Brenda Riddell
TNH Staff
For the past several
years, the rivalry between UNH
and Harvard has been heating up
in women,s soccer. Cliflbangers,
overtimes and last minute goals
have been a familiar scene when.
these two teams meet up.
That tradition continued
on Wednesday, when Harvard
travelled to Durham to duke it out
with the Wildcats, eventually
fighting to a 2-2 tie in overtime.
The Wildcats record now stands at
3-0-1, and as of Tuesday, they
were ranked number 17 in the
nation.
Harvard took control of
the game early, when forward Jen
Minims scored after only four
minutes of play. UNH came back
to tie the score when tri-captain
Paige Christie recei veda pass from
fellow tri-captain Mary Beth
Sydlowski, and bolted a powerful
shot through the arms of the
Harvard goalie.
The Wildcats then managed to pull ahead of the Crimson

when junior Leah Deniger blasted
a shot into the far comer of the
goal, putting UNH up 2-1 at the

half.
UNH Forward Sonya
Morse was extremely active on

offense, continually outmaneuvering the defense, and goalie
Molly Kirchner had another big

lcff ?··.,:•·•'·':::··!-c:'"''i

ft- J:c:e St/

game making six saves, several of
which were snatched off of
Harvard breakaways.
"Harvard was a tough
game, probably not the toughest
we, 11 see this season, though,,, said
, UNH backfielder Veronica
O,Brien. "Thegamewasfrustrating because we were the dominating team, but there were a lot of
breakdowns on our part.,,
Play during the second
half was evenly matched. Harvard
'. tied the game when Laurie Uvstal
slipped a shot into the left comer
of the Wildcat goal. The rest of the
half saw equal action at both ends
of the field, but neither team was
able to break the tie.
UNH coach Marjorie
Anderson said, "We've struggled
in the past to play our game effectively against Harvard, and
Wednesdafs game was no exception.,,
The teams spent the
overtime jockeying for position,
and both managed to keep the_
other from scoring, resulting in
the 2-2 tie.

Kevin Gray/ Gray matter

A step above the rest

...

C:

In athletics, a freshman
rarely starts at any level. When a
team returns 19 of 21 starters, as
did the 1991 Wildcat football
team, it is extremely rare to find a
freshman cracking the lineup.
Red-shirt frosh Jim Concannon is
a unique exception this year out
on the grid iron.
Concannon emerged
from one of the smallest high
schools on the team (Laconia,
NH), but may have accumulated
one of the largest highlight reels
thus far into the young season.
In the season opener
against Marshall, Concannon was
second on the team with 13 tackles
and recovered a vital fumble late
in the game giving a new life to
the Wildcats. Last week, the
freshman stunned UConn more
than once dishing out an array of
devastating hits. Included in his

home opening performance was a
knockout punch delivered to an
oversized tight end electrifying a
dormant audience. With that hit,
#42 established himself on the
turf, while Cowell Stadium fans
gave their own stamp of approval.
However,
Jim
Concannon,s journey into the

limelight started out the hard way: .lockeroom harrassment. "I get a
One full year of practice, but no lot of cracks about New Hampgames. Ifs called the "redshirt,, shire ball, so rm always sticking
year
to
up for it."
maintain
Oddly enough,
four years
Concannon
of eligibildoesn,t think
ity, but most
coming from a
players
weaker field of
know itasa
competition in
year
of
high school
practice.
affected his
"Mostly
progress. "I
(the first
don ,t consider
year) is just
it a disadvanlearning the
tage at all. It
whole syswould have
tem and
been good to
getting to
play better
know all the
competition in
coverages
high school but
and the secifs just a matondary
ter if you can
which is
play or not.,,
real compliA t
cated ...
Laconia High
That's why you usually need a School in the heart of New Hampredshirt year to learn everything, shire, Concannon was at a differand after that, ifs only a matter if ent end of the spectrum. Unlike
you can play or not,', said today, he used to direct an offense,
Concannon.
not defend one. He threw touchBeing the only starter on downs as a quarterback instead of
the team from New Hampshire
leaves Concannon vulnerable to CONCANNO N, page 30

